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foreword

In connection with the exhibition, The Re-enchantment of Nature and Urban Space.  Mi-
chael Singer. Projects in Art, Design and Environmental Regeneration, I have collaborated 
with the Utzon Center in Aalborg and Michael Singer Studio in the USA  to publish a 
book about the multifaceted and diverse works of artist and designer Michael Singer. 
The book has the same title as the exhibition. Michael Singer’s artworks have many im-
pressive perspectives and surprising interconnected byways often placed in unexpected 
urban contexts. The works and projects that are presented in the inspiring exhibition at 
the Utzon Center are described in this book, and therefore it also functions as a form 
of exhibition catalogue. New interactions between art, nature and humanity is  - from 
Singer’s many varied points of view – one of the main themes throughout his sculptural 
work, architecture, garden art and large-scale projects. 

The idea for the exhibition was conceived when I attended two seminars in 2008 and 
2010, which were arranged by the well-known philosopher  Richard Shusterman at his 
Center for Body, Mind and Culture, at Florida Atlantic University. It was there I met Mi-
chael Singer, whose original contribution to the American Land Art movement I have 
admired over many years. Already in the 1960s he demonstrated in his art and creative 
thinking, a great concern for the environmental consequences of modern development’s 
destruction of nature. And since the 1970s he has opened new possibilities for public 
art through developing site-specific sculptures. Everything he has done is seen through 
an artist’s eye and mind – even projects for recycling centers and power plants. He has 
sought to respond artistically to the question: “How can we live with what sustains us?” A 
question that has become one of the most fundamental issues of our time. I was inspired 
to look deeper into Michael Singer’s artistic production, which contains many innovative 
points of view and new artistic interpretations of the world around us.

For several years I have been a member of the Utzon Foundation located in the beautiful 
Utzon Center. So last year - in 2010 - when we talked about new initiatives for the Utzon 
Center, I suggested an exhibition of Michael Singer’s works. The Chairman of the Utzon 
Foundation, Christen Obel, and the other members decided to generously support this 
initiative. I quickly found out that there were many new gateways to be opened and many 
connection lines to be found in Michael Singer’s artistic world. He is well-known for his 
great talent for working together with people from many different backgrounds on both 
small and often large projects. And I had become one of the chosen. The collaboration 
between us developed rapidly, resulting in a continuous stream of e-mails to me in Copen-
hagen, with important information about his works, written in his own beautiful language 
and with lots of inspiration and encouragement. He always generously answered the many 
questions that I constantly put to him. This very fruitful dialogue between us has been of 
immeasurable significance for my work with this book about his artistic output. 
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An enormous thank you is also due to one of Michael’s closest colleagues, Jason Bregman, 
who has throughout the planning phase and completion of the book, been a fantastic 
help to me. He was always ready to find quick and perfect solutions to the problems that 
always occur when a book, which is connected to an exhibition in a foreign country, is 
to be written and published. He gave me detailed lists of Michael Singer’s production 
and beautiful photographs to illustrate these. I would also like to thank the director of 
the Utzon Center, Anni Walther who, in an always efficient way, has solved the problems 
at “home” that have cropped up. This happened often - but always with good humour - 
usually during our conversations in the evening. Also, a round of thanks to her colleagues 
at the Utzon Center, her friends, and my colleagues and friends in Copenhagen and the 
rest of Denmark. 

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to the foundations that have generously supported 
the publication of the book. This pertains to the Velux Foundation and the Aage and 
Johanne Louis-Hansen’s Foundation. A special thank you to Rasmus Eckardt, who yet 
once again - always under unpredictable circumstances - has helped bring a beautiful 
book into the world, and to Liz Hempel-Jørgensen, who also in this case, has readily and 
rapidly worked on the translation. 

A seminar entitled “New Alliances: Body, Nature and Social Relations” will be held on 6-7 
June in connection with the Michael Singer exhibition, which opens 7 June and is open 
until 31 October. The seminar is arranged by Antje Gimmler in collaboration with me. 
The seminar’s themes will be discussed by Michael Singer, along with his distinguished 
colleague Richard Shusterman together with other prominent architects, researchers and 
students. The seminar, the book and exhibition offer a wide research and educational 
perspective which is meant to inspire continued collaborations. I would like to thank 
Antje Gimmler for her excellent work with this. Similarly, I extend my thanks to the Obel 
Family Foundation along with various departments at the University of Aalborg for their 
financial support. 

Else Marie Bukdahl

Exhibition curator 
D. phil. Former rector of The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts  
Copenhagen
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introduction

On June 7th, 2011, the  Utzon Center in Aalborg, Denmark, will open a large exhibi-
tion of collage on paper, sculptures, gardens, architectural projects and city planning 
by the internationally-known artist, Michael Singer. The title of the exhibition is The 
Re-enchantment of Nature and Urban Space. Michael Singer. Projects in Art, Design and 
Environmental Regeneration

 In this inspiring exhibition you can experience five magnificent indoor sculptures and 
several sensuous collages on paper; the latter are Singer’s abstract syntax of visual forms 
that echo  (or relate to) his built pieces. There is also the opportunity to see and study 
large, photographic panels of his inventive public art, private and public gardens, urban 
waterfronts, parks, science centers, power and waste facilities, houses  food markets and 
other projects. Many of these projects are the collaborative work of the Michael Singer 
Studio and his interdisciplinary team. Michael Singer Studio is a multifaceted art, design 
and planning studio led by the artist. The studio focuses on four core principles: site 
specificity, ecological regeneration, craft and detail, and an interdisciplinary team ap-
proach. 

These challenges also permeate the Utzon Center’s mission and wide spectrum of work. 
For architect Jørn Utzon, experimental work, broad vision, and wide cultural collabora-
tion were important. He sought responsiveness to what he called “Nature’s Principles 
of Growth”, and the ability to be in contact with the times and the surroundings. This 
exhibition of Michael Singer’s projects fulfills and reflects  Jørn Utzon’s principles in an 
especially significant way.

The Utzon Center in Aalborg was designed by Jørn Utzon. It is a dynamic and experi-
mental exhibition venue. As a cultural and resource centre it is a gathering place for ar-
chitects, designers, visual artists, researchers and students from many countries. Fruitful 
connections between the local and the global, between architecture, art and other forms 
of expression from different cultures, are made here.

For almost one year we have looked forward to the vernissage of this exhibition, which 
is open until 31st October. Our colleagues and friends in both Denmark and beyond our 
borders have also been looking forward with excitement and anticipation to the won-
derful day when we, at close hand, can explore the many innovative aspects in Michael 
Singer’s visual art, garden art, architecture and city planning. 

We wish to extend a deep-felt thank you to the artist and designer Michael Singer, who 
has given us exceptional help during the preparation of this exhibition. We also wish 
to offer many thanks to Michael Singer Studio Project Manager Jason Bregman, who 
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with great precision has supplied us with information about the items in the exhibition, 
sent beautiful photographs of the exhibited works and has helped with other important 
details. 

We would also like to express our gratitude to the foundations that have generously 
supported us and made it possible for us to realize this exhibition. The foundations 
concerned are: The Utzon Foundation, Oak Foundation, Dreyer’s Foundation, Knud 
Højgaards Foundation and Frimodt-Heineke Foundation.   

Finally we we would like to thank Michael Singer’s Team as well as the staff at the Utzon 
Center, for their brilliant collaborative efforts, the City of Aalborg for its official involve-
ment, and Rasmus Eckardt, who has quickly and efficiently organized transport and 
undertaken other important tasks. 

Anni G. Walther Else Marie Bukdahl

Director Exhibition curator
Utzon Center D. phil. Former rector of 
Denmark The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, Copenhagen
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minimal art, 
land art 
    and a new attitude to the 
“return to nature” 

    michael singer
projects in art, design 
    and environmental regeneration 

 
The American artist Michael Singer has made a significant and forceful impact on the art 
world for the past four decades. Since the early 1990’s his projects outside the realm of 
galleries and museums are also well recognized and distinguished for their creative force 
and innovative practices addressing such diverse areas as public art, architecture, landscape 
and infrastructure design along with urban planning and policy. Singer was formed as an 
artist when Minimal Art and Land Art were influencing the New York cultural world. His 
evocative drawings and remotely sited sculptures from the 70s were at the forefront of en-
vironmental consciousness and nature-based art in the U.S. They have a magical presence, 
adding unexpected perspectives expressing a new vision of western culture’s relationship to 
nature. Since the mid-80s Singer has created unique models for transforming public art, ar-
chitecture, landscape and planning to include environmental repair and regeneration. Many 
of his projects are the collaborative work of the multifaceted Michael Singer Studio and his 
interdisciplinary team of environmental planners, naturalists, engineers, scientists, social 
anthropologists, historians, economists, and other professionals collaboratively working to 
propose and realize innovative environmental, social, political and economic solutions. 

How has this artist evolved over the years? Why is there an apparent change of direction 
in his artistic output and audience? Is this change perhaps the result of a broadening of 
his creative idiom and the layers of meaning seen in his earlier works? Into which context 
can writing about his work be slotted? And how can one best describe Singer’s innovative 
contributions that have challenged and expanded traditional boundaries between artists, 
designers and planning practitioners of our times?

The origins of Land Art can be traced far back in human history and appear especially in the 
monumental remains left by ancient civilizations; for example, the American Indian cultures 
in Mexico and in North and South America, that have clearly been an influence on the art 
of our era as demonstrated in the U.S.A. at the start of the 1960s and developed in many 
ways during the following decades. This art form often contained traces from those ancient 
cultures pushed aside into obscurity by the Europeans. In most cases these art projects were 
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realized in the deserts and remote areas with the aim of creating situations where landscape 
and nature, light and weather could contribute to an intense physical and psychic experience.

The artists who created this art form derived their most important inspiration from the 
radical breakthrough in sculpture up to that time, Minimal Art. It was led by Donald 
Judd, Robert Morris and Carl André, whose artistic practice was determined by a de-
sire to escape from modernism’s traditional classifications. Therefore the Minimalists 
replaced modernistic hierarchical compositions and closed systems of inner relationships 
with open, serial structures, pointing at infinite space. And in contrast to the modern-
ists they used industrially manufactured materials such as stainless steel and aluminum, 
and intensified the works interplay between surface and structure. Robert Morris has de-
scribed the new sculptures, which he called “series of objects”, as follows: “The better new 
work takes relationships out of the work and makes them a function of space, light, and 
the viewer’s field of vision. The object is but one of the terms in the newer aesthetic. It is 
in some way more reflexive because one’s awareness of oneself existing in the same space 
as the work is stronger than in previous work, with its many internal relationships.”1 

In Minimal Art the relation between the artist’s ego and his work of art is obscured, while 
the relation between the work, the observer and the space is emphasized. The experience of 
Minimal Art, said Morris, is therefore “of an object in a situation – one that, virtually by defi-
nition, includes the beholder.” 2 Precisely because the Minimalists’ works of art are without a 
center and are both open and flexible, their visual forces become directed towards the space, 
which they transform and extend, at the same time altering our perception of it. Therefore 
they achieve what Robert Morris calls “social implications, none of which are negative.“3 

Richard Serra, who further developed the positions of the Minimalists, assembled im-
mense steel plates into, what he called site-specific sculptures. His general definition of pro-
jects in nature and in urban spaces later became a keyword in the art world. He called them 
site-specific works and described them in the following way: “Site-specific works deal with 
environmental components of given places. The scale, size and location are determined by the 
topography of the site. The works become part of the site and restructure both conceptually 
and perceptually the organization of the site (...) Scale, size and placements of sculptural ele-
ments result from an analysis of the particular environmental components of a given context.”4 

However, already in 1964 Robert Morris had posed the following question: why not 
place the works outdoors and thereby further alter the conditions of artistic practice? And 
indeed Morris and several of the other Minimalists, especially Robert Smithson and Michael 
Heizer, did so. In some of the earlier works of Robert Smithson one can clearly see the tran-
sition from meticulous Minimal Art to Land Art. Yucatan Mirror Displacements (1969) (fig. 
1) is a good example of this transition. The serial, minimalistic object series now seemed to 
appear out of the red desert sand, the fertile sea floor or the light-filled sandy beach.   

Walter De Maria was responsible for designating art works placed out in nature, often 
in inaccessible regions, as Land Art. His own major project, The Lightning Field (1974-
1977) consists of 400 stainless steel posts arranged in calculated serial rows – as in Minimal 
Art. It covers an area of 1 mile by 1 kilometer. The time of day and the weather change its 
optical character and during storms the posts can draw flashes of lightning. Other projects 
that were placed out in nature were also called Earthworks, because they were created from 

minimal art, land art and a new attitude to the “return to nature”  
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large quantities of earth - for example, Complex One/City 1972-1976) by Michael Heizer. It 
is a long pyramid-like mound of earth, cement and steel, placed in South-Central Nevada. 
Heizer explained that “the sources are the Egyptian mastaba for the general form of the 
mound and the snake bands bordering the ball court at Chiéchen Itzá for the framing ele-
ments.”5 A parallel work is Spiral Jetty by Robert Smithson. This is a spiral formed island 
that is build of black rock, salt crystals, earth and algae. It is situated in an isolated area on 
the shore of Great Salt Lake and - comments Smithson - “could be considered one layer 
within the spiraling crystal lattice, magnified trillions of times.”6 Other works that were 
placed out in nature were named Environmental Art, Process Art or Ecological Art. The 
word Land Art, created by Walter De Maria, remains the most all-encompassing term for 
the many different projects that a number of artists have created out in natural environ-
ments.They did not consider themselves a group as such and had no leader.

minimal art, land art and a new attitude to the “return to nature”  

1. Robert Smithson,
Yacatan Mirror Displacements (1-9) 
Cibachrome prints from 
chromogenic 35mm slides. 
Estate of Robert Smithson. 
Licensed by VAGA, New York.  
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The greatest significance of Minimal Art was probably that it managed to liberate artists 
from inherited traditions, inspiring them to experiment and giving them courage to cre-
ate unpredictable works, often in places where art works had never been placed before 
and where art, therefore, takes on a new meaning. This is clearly demonstrated by many 
contributions to Land Art, precisely because they contain new forms, new models and 
another type of knowledge, which is often based on references to pre-Columbian culture, 
and a wish to pay homage to an extinct civilization and to its people who have almost dis-
appeared. For example, Robert Morris’ gigantic work Observatory (1971) can be named, 
“which recalls the interior plan of the Mayan Caracol at Chichén-Itzá in Mexico.”7

While the projects of several of the artists named above were monumental interven-
tions in, or reconstructions of the surroundings, they were often built with the use of 
cranes and other heavy machinery. A number of other artists especially Alan Sofist, Mi-
chael Singer, Hamish Fulton and Helen and Newton Harrison, have been occupied form-
ing the landscape from the standpoint of nature itself. They are individually quite differ-
ent, but what they have in common, as Michael Auping commented in 1983, is that their 
art works “directly or indirectly, reflect the concerns of increasing numbers of biologists, 
ecologists and legislators attempting to develop a legal ethic that addresses man’s relation-
ship to the land; an ethic that views natural objects, such as trees, mountains, rivers, and 
lakes as having a legal right to existence.” This point of view, Auping justifies thus: “The 
impetus behind Sonfist’s art is an acute fascination with living things (...) Located between 
Houston Street and La Guardia Place in downtown Manhattan, Time Landscape (1978) 
by Sonfist is a contemporary re-creation of the pre-Colonial forest that once existed on 
this site. (...) Fulton’s work is about being in the landscape and responding to it on its own 
terms, without rearranging it. His art consists of large landscape photographs taken by 
the artist while hiking through various regions of the world. (...) Since 1970 the Harrisons 
have been conducting quasi-scientific research into various environmental disturbances in 
California. (...) Their art takes the form of mural-size canvases and other visual material 
(...) The extraordinary rapport Singer effects with outdoor spaces has prompted envi-
ronmentalists to support Singer’s work as complementary to their concerns. Recognizing 
an unequivocal respect for the landscape as being central to his work, the United States 
Department of the Interior and the Smithsonian Institution has sponsored major outdoor 
projects by Singer.”8
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Since his youth, Michael Singer has emphasized that art has a unique role in cultural 
life and in society as such. He considers his creative efforts “research and exploration, a 
process of questioning why humans do what we do in nature and in the built world we 
create. We, especially artists, have the ability to redefine problems, view constraints as 
opportunities to offer new solutions, and bring knowledge and creative impulses to offer 
our world new possibilities.”9 At the same time, from various viewpoints, he has created 
a network of visual dialogues between tradition and innovation because he is convinced 
that the artistic universe can be too narrow, if there are not horizontal and vertical layers 
of meaning.

Singer explains that he “started out to be a musician” and that he chose to attend art 
classes late in his senior year in high school. Moreover, during this time he saw paintings 
in the private home of his parent’s friends who were among the few early collectors of 
what soon became the most prominent artists in the Abstract Expressionism movement 
also known as “the New York gestural avant-garde”. They were Jackson Pollock (fig. 7) and 
Willem De Kooning. Singer was immediately enthusiastic about their work, inspired and 
felt connected to this exciting new vision, leading him in 1963 to study painting at the art 
school in Cornell University. His two guiding stars were Van Gogh and Cezanne, who had 
inspired respectively Cubism and Abstract Expressionism. As a student he closely studied 
and copied their works, achieving a nuanced understanding of the innovations that they 
contained.10 However, when he left art school he felt that the two-dimensional illusional 
space of painting was lacking the possibility for direct contact with the realities of the 
world, which already at this point of time had begun to take a central place in his field of 
interest. It was through participation in 1964, in one of Allan Kaprow’s unpredictable hap-
penings at Cornell University, that Singer gained a completely new understanding of the 
relationship between art, movement and body.  His subsequent study and collaboration 
with Kaprow was later of great significance for his artistic development, first and foremost 
because the creative process itself, and not just the product, became an important element 
in his artistic practice. Through Kaprow Singer met the artists Joseph Cornell and Marcel 
Duchamp. The Dadaist, Duchamp, who had crossed all the traditional boundaries in the 
world of art, had at an early point of time created performances and happenings as well as 
completely new experimental art forms - especially installations that drew the viewer into 
the actual artistic process. Along with Duchamp’s works, Joseph Cornell’s boxed assem-
blages, created from found objects that were marked by irrational juxtaposition, stimu-
lated Singer to experiment with artistic effects in his search to find new art forms.11

This experimentation resulted in a new interpretation of the concept of sculpture and 
the sculptural installation for Singer. His experiences with Minimal Art, which in the mid 
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1960s had begun to gain a dominant place in the art scene in the USA, did not further 
influence the development of the formal language of his work. Minimal Art had, rather, 
a liberating effect in that it inspired him to establish new connections between the work, 
the viewer and the surroundings. It surely gave him new ideas to create open works, use 
materials such as steel, bricks or milled wood, and preferences towards process-oriented 
strategies. Perhaps it was Richard Serra’s sculptural interpretation of balance, process 
and the nature of materials and his site-specific works that were especially a source of 
inspiration for Singer.12

Indeed, the works that were presented in his first large public exhibition, TenYoung 
Artists: Theodoron Awards in 1971 at the Guggenheim Museum, were already showing 
clear traces of his original contribution to the new understanding of sculpture. His two 
Guggenheim works related primarily to his visualizations of the “new principles of bal-
ance, movement and of the nature of materials”, which Diana Waldman has described as 
follows: “To maintain a stable position in a straightforward manner, Singer has aligned 
a series of individual units into constructions in which each segment is mutually inter-
dependent on every other one. The work is complicated to a further degree: nearly all 
his sculptures have the capacity for movement. (...) Although Singer uses a number of 
different materials – wood, steel, rattan, etc. – he manipulates them all to conform to a 
common vision.”13 Several of the works that he exhibited in exhibitions at that time have 
the concept “balance” in their titles, e.g. Limit Balance, Centering Balance and Unit Bal-
ance.14 The patterns of movement that these works contain demand the viewer’s active 
prescience in order to fully emerge.  

Singer left an insular New York art world in 1971. He chose to settle in the rural and 
remote environment of Vermont, and found there a continuous source of inspiration. 
Moving to Vermont from New York City was a formative and decisive turning point in 
his artistic development and opened a permanent pivotal base. It was a parallel to what 
the poet Jorgen Bukdahl called “the Archimedean point outside, from which one can 
turn the world, a point outside the Earth, an island outside the mainland, an Atlantis, a 
Patmos, an Ithaca, a Cythera”.15 Vermont became, as Singer has expressed it in 2011, “the 
center and source of my creative explorations - sculpture and drawing - that continues 
to inform the life I’ve been part of for more than 30years”.16 He did not have a plan for 
how his work in Vermont would proceed, and that is perhaps why he was able to devise 
new artistic solutions regarding the relationship between people, nature and art. His first 
five years in Vermont were, for the most part, reclusive. Singer investigated, listened to 
and made considerable efforts to get to know the places in nature where he experimented 
with new artistic strategies. “I was”, he emphasizes, “using the rituals and processes of my 
work to learn about places, to guide my understanding of what a human being might do 
in natural places.”17 Art as process and experience became characteristic of his creative 
practice. Øystein Hjort has, in a nuanced way in his article ”The Nature of Sculpture”, 
described nature in Vermont and Singer’s intimate dialogue with the special qualities of 
this area, explaining how this intensely affected his works.18 

Singer is in agreement with Lucy R. Lippard, whose aim is “to recall the function 
of art by looking back to times and places where art was inseparable from life.”19 His 
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sculptures from the 1970s, which were created in Vermont and other remote places, and 
those he produced later, are marked by unexpected actualizations of relics of memories 
related to many native cultures including American Indian, Japanese and Iraqi art, in 
which respect for and close contact with nature dominates. These works contain, there-
fore, a wide range of visualizations of various forms of interaction between people and 
nature, which today have often disappeared and which he, with his special perspective, 
has reestablished.  In 2010 he stated the following key motivating principle: “Through-
out my life the natural world as opposed to the human-built environment has been the 
inspiration and focus of my work. From my perspective Western religions and cultures 
have evolved from their origins into dichotomy, a separation between humans and the 
natural world. In the Western model humans have become observers, managers, as well as 
fearful and wishful controllers of nature. Early on in my work I searched for and studied 
cultures that represented a different perspective; humans as participants who are actively 
integrated with nature in every aspect of their lives. One of my first studies introduced 
me to the inhabitants of Lake Titica in Peru who lived on human built floating islands 
made of the lake’s reed vegetation. They used these reeds to build their boats and shelters, 
made food from these reeds and celebrated numerous rituals related to their natural en-
vironment. The painter Frank Stella, having seen an exhibition of my work, pointed me 
to the “Marsh Arabs” (...) in Iraq who had similar practices. Over many years I’ve looked 
at and found support and inspiration in Eastern cultures and Native American religious, 
cultural theories and practices.”20

Singer’s sculptures are first and foremost “about nature itself and about Man’s rela-
tionship with nature”. They are born by the attempt to “coexist with nature, metaphori-
cally and quite literally”.21 He shares, with many of his contemporaries, a true engagement 
with nature, including ways artists can bring their energies to address the environmental 
crisis. Singer has always been convinced that the visual languages of art and design can 
join with science, engineering and social policy to put forward new understandings of 
nature and offer solutions to the ecological problems of our times. 

In his works in Vermont and other wilderness areas, Singer continuously sought 
answers to “what it meant to be a human being interacting in a natural world.” 22 When 
he walked in the woods, in the meadows and became more familiar with the seasons 
changing rhythms, bird songs, shifting light and shadows and the fragrance of flowers, 
he became more and more convinced that his work of art can be a catalyst, helping the 
viewer connect to nature in several ways. He sought to have his art become an appa-
ratus for seeing and experiencing a specific natural environment. He would research, 
for example, a beaver bog, a special site in the woods, unique saw grass prairies of the 
Everglades, or a salt-water marsh on the East Coast of the US. In the mid-1970s his 
solitary work in natural environments become known and discussed in the art world 
and in society. This happened first and foremost through three outdoor exhibitions in 
which he presented evocative and innovative ephemeral sculptures, which today only 
exist as photographs. These exhibitions took place in Harriman State Park (1975), Nas-
sau Country Museum (1976), both in New York State and Dayton (1979), Ohio. The 
three projects, which were presented in a romantic park and woodland areas, belonged 
to a series entitled Ritual Series. 

working in and with nature
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Up to 2011 Singer has created, in this series, a considerable number of both indoor and 
outdoor sculptures, which appear different but are marked by an inner relationship. 
These works can be considered a form of Process Art with sequences of innumerable 
and unpredictable elements growing more complex in their networks and rich layers of 
meaning. Singer’s more recent large projects in urban places, landscapes and architecture 
also reflect his extensive artistic processes. Ritual is an integral part of both Singer’s view 
of nature and his understanding of art. His interpretation of ritual is inspired by the 
centuries-old views of ritual practices of native cultures throughout the world in which 
nature and the human world are closely knit. These cultures interpreted their view of 
ritual with a religious or a metaphysical perception; but Singer’s viewpoint of ritual is not 
perceived in just this way. His interpretation has primarily sprung from his intense stud-
ies of specific natural environments, and his work is often the process that leads to his un-
derstandings. Singer has always tried to make connections between ancient cultures and 
the issues of our time and is especially inspired by what he calls “a sense of ritual inherent 
in a particular site.”23 He considers his daily work in “the environment and the studio as 
the daily rituals resulting, eventually, in a work of art” and wishes “ to create works where 
human activity wouldn’t be destructive and would positively interface with the natural 
environment.”24 Central elements in Singer’s view of ritual can be summarized in Jacob 
Korg’s reconstitution of ritual. It is as follows: “Ritual communicates through such physi-
cal acts as uncovering, uplifting, separating, combining, cutting, and touching, through 
the objects involved in these movements and the place where they are performed.25 

Singer’s view of nature, with this ritual dimension, can also be considered parallel 
to a new scientific view of nature established by Nobel Prize winner in Chemistry, Ilya 
Prigogine. The essence of which is as follows: “Scientific knowledge, which we have re-
moved from an inspiring or supernatural dream of revelation, can today reveal itself as 
“poetic listening” to nature and its processes, a means that is available for production and 
invention in an open, productive and creative world. The time has come for new pacts 
with nature - pacts which we have entered into with nature since heathen times, but have 
since forgotten - pacts between human history, society, knowledge and their adventur-
ous investigation of nature”26 Singer’s view of nature, his interpretation of ritual and his 
“poetic listening” to nature, is visualized expressively in two of his early outdoor projects.  
Lily Pond Ritual Series 7/75 (1975) (fig. 2) in Harriman State Park, New York, is an ex-
tended, fragile project built of thin natural elements, bamboo and jute rope. This work 
hovers above the water and appears as an open and well-balanced rhythmic composition, 
which is so closely tied to the surroundings that it seems to become a natural extension 
of it. The light, water and the clouds, which continuously change character alter the work, 
almost from one moment to the next in a world of incessant change and motion, The 
sculpture becomes mobile softening or breaking up the forest’s contours. In First Gate 
Ritual Series 5-76 (1976) (fig. 3) – once placed in Nassau County Museum of Fine Art, 
Roslyn, New York - the structure of curvilinear rhythms create complex tensions and 
draw the viewer’s attention to the special character of the landscape; the contours of 
the trees, the movement of the wind and the reflections in the water. The work is built 
up from oak and fieldstone. Singer’s title “First Gate” refers to the bowed entry portals 
to Japanese temples. They are called “torii”, which means, “where the birds reside”, and 
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2. Michael Singer
Lily Pond Ritual Series.7/75. 
1975. Bamboo and jute rope. 
Harriman State Park, New York. 
Sponsored by the Palisades 
Interstate Park Commission 

3.  Michael Singer
First Gate Ritual Series. 5-76.  
1976. Oak and fieldstone. 
Nassau County Museum of Fine 
Art, Roslyn, New York. 
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are likewise made of wood and stone. They lead the people, openly and hospitably, into 
the Shinto shrine. This symbolizes Singer’s desire for open, center-less compositions to 
inspire the eyes, thoughts and fantasy of the viewer and to encourage the viewer, through 
the artwork, to further explore this site with its beautiful pond and surroundings.27 It is 
precisely because the boat-like objects do not touch the water that one has the feeling that 
they are sailing, even though they are static. Singer has arranged the work so that its “mo-
ment of magic” appears in the late afternoon - a time when this magic could be multi-
plied by ”the shimmering reflections in the dark water”, which also tended to camouflage 
the supporting vertical struts, illuminating the horizontal elements which seem to hover 
in the air.28 Perhaps the work contains associations with the inhabitants of Lake Titicaca, 
the so-called Uros Indians, who lived on man-made floating islands of reeds.

By the mid 1970’s Singer’s work translated what he was learning in the natural en-
vironment to indoor space without literally bringing nature indoors. Several of these 
works, which have been described in depth by Øystein Hjort, have references to the earth, 
it’s geology and underlying structures which contain layers of symbolic meaning. They 
metaphorically reference time, alluding to human and natural histories. The individual 
sculptures are characterized by a complex rhythmic flow; they often have wooden ele-
ments curved from the pressure and gravity of what is above them. There is an intense in-
terplay between the vertical and horizontal structures, between color and textures. These 
sculptures also reflect a balance of tensions. The viewers understanding and interpreta-
tion of these complex sculptural landscapes therefore takes a considerable time. Singer 
gives the viewer many powerful visual ways to enter the mystery of this artistic universe. 
Similar to his outdoor sculptures, these interior pieces cannot be comprehended from a 
single vantage point. The viewer is moved to explore this experience step by step, discov-
ering an unfolding visualization of a dream that human and natural worlds can be woven 
together.  

The art historian Margaret Sheffield correctly writes that there are “a number of Ameri-
can sculptors – George Trakas, Mary Miss, Alice Aycock  - whose works relate both to 
architecture and to nature, but their vision of nature differs sharply from Singer’s. His 
distinctive contribution (...) is his capacity to make his art bring nature and our own 
selves into a kind of ritual interaction.”29 Diane Waldman, who arranged the large solo 
exhibition of Singer’s works at the Guggenheim in 1984, summarized precisely the es-
sence of his art from the 1970s and first half of the 1980s as follows: “Through his ar-
resting, evocative sculptures and drawings Michael Singer gives significance and form to 
both life and art.”30
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       and experience 
     of ritual 
interaction

It was also towards the middle of the 70s that Singer started to make collages on paper 
and experimented with new types of drawings and new forms of graphics. The creation 
of these works was founded on a quite different view of nature from that of the land-
scapes he had painted in his youth. In this work he primarily strives to visualize nature 
as process rather than reproducing various scenes from nature. He says he was interested 
in “how to draw the growth of a tree, the movement of clouds, the energy of light”. It is 
not only the underlying processes of nature that he is interested in capturing, but also 
the phases of the artistic observation and creative process. Like Arabic calligraphers, he 
has in several cases made his own tools. He agrees with the calligraphers that it can be 
necessary in order for the “ritual drawing process”, with the many repetitions and the 
many layers of curved often spiraling lines, to become as pure and intense as possible and 
as close to nature and the subject as possible. His collages on paper have a contemplative 
intensity and invite a surrender of self. Above all there is a release of energy and power-
ful draughtsmanship. The imagery is based on biomorphic forms related to animal and 
plant structures, trees and also different abstract shapes that flow from a free, but deliber-
ate handling of charcoal, chalk, ink or other material. Singer has an ability to transform, 
to re-invigorate, to extend, to build up rich structures in the collages on paper, as seen in 
Ritual Series. Journey to the Light 94. (1994). (Fig. 4).

Many art critics have written that Singer’s drawings are “spontaneous expressions, 
marks coming right off his hand through the chalk or the brush.” Similar thoughts have 
been applied to the Arabic calligraphers too. However, although the work in both cases is 
built on a very slow, complex and demanding creative process, it nevertheless is quite dif-
ferent. Singer’s drawings are, as he puts it, “a compilation of marks that are often repeated 
and explored until they appear as ‘powerful forms’. They then may be cut out or manipu-
lated in various ways and after that rearranged in a composition on the paper. Work with 
the collages on paper is thus a very careful and time consuming process.”31 From the start 
of the 1970s up until 2002, Singer’s works were in black and white with grey tones. How-
ever, in the new millennium he also began to work with colors. He has, for example in 
Ritual Series. Guardian Meditation, (2006) (fig. 5), broken down his designs into smaller 
and bigger brightly coloured areas irradiated by thin lines of force. His collages on paper 
“express the vision of a supple yielding to Nature”, writes Margaret Sheffield, as they 
“communicate a vision of the mutability of form and of nature’s ceaseless power.”32  Pre-
cisely this feature is clearly seen in Ritual Series Map of Memory 88 (1988) (fig. 6), which 
contains a complex network of lines and forms. They appear as recollections of perhaps 
many of Singer’s revelations of processes in the forest and other natural areas in Vermont. 
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4. Michael Singer
Journey to the Light 94. 
1994. Ink and collage on paper. 
0,83  x 1,03 m  Collection of the artist.

5. Michael Singer  k
Ritual Series Guardian Meditation. 
2006. Ink and collage on paper. 
0,83  x 1,03 m. Collection of the artist.  
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The rhythmic formal structure in this work is built up of both heavy bold strokes of black 
charcoal and thin spiral-like lines, which almost have a calligraphic quality. The pattern-
ing is reminiscent of that seen in the paintings by abstract expressionists. But while these 
paintings usually express the inner life, Singer’s works interpret experiences from nature 
and examine the conditions, changes and movements within an observable world. Jack-
son Pollock’s drip paintings - for example Black over Yellow (1950) (fig. 7) - and Map of 
Memory have parallel references. Certainly Pollock’s drip paintings contain visualizations 
of structures and processes in nature. This applies to the so-called fractals, which are “im-
ages of complex dynamic systems.”  The Australian physicist and artist Richard P. Taylor 
has proved that “the drips and swirls in Jackson Pollock’s drip paintings create fractal 
patterns similar to those formed in nature by trees, clouds and coastlines.”  

Taylor offers tenable scientific proof that “the seemingly random swirls in Pollock’s 
paintings might possess some subtle order that might be fractals.”33 Many have believed 
that Pollock worked completely spontaneously, however this was not the case. Pollock re-
marked: “When I am painting, I have a general notion as to what I am about. I can control 
the flow of paint: there is no accident.”34

Singer also incorporates experimental printmaking processes to help him evolve new 
patterns and forms of his visual language. The printmaking process has given him new 
materials for his explorations. These explorations have been conducted through a close 
collaboration with printmaker Jamie Gruzska who moved to Vermont in order to build a 
printmaking studio for Singer and also to work with him in the ongoing development of 
specific techniques using the print medium. Singer uses the print medium because a plate 
can supply him with “a template” for each of his forms. The plate can be re-used as well 
as printed in endless varieties of color or tones. He can place a shaped plate into different 
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6.  Michael Singer
Ritual Series Map of Memory 88.  
1988. Charcoal, chalk, ink and 
collage on paper. 0,86  x 2,44 m. 
Collection of the artist.
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compositions and observe its relations to other forms. He points out that it is precisely “the 
printing [that] allows him to have control over the repetition and re-use of these forms and 
also allows, with each form, subtle changes that help “evolve” the form.”35 With Gruzska 
he created a printing process that makes it possible to experiment with the vocabulary of 
forms he has evolved in his drawings. The result of this complex process can be seen in 7 
Moon Ritual Series (1985) (fig. 8), which is marked by its varied visual language and a rich 
texture that contains transformations of softer and more flowing forms, as well as abstract 
symbols from early drawings, such as Ritual Series 7/9 84 (1984) (fig. 9). For Singer, this 
drawing represents the final step toward the resolution of the print and contains a summary 
of his abstract vocabulary of form. And as Susan M. Taylor expressed it: “through the use of 
delicate transparent papers and cutouts, he reveals forms beneath the surface. This process 
is parallel to his method of working with the collaged elements in his drawings.”36 

The continuous development in Michael Singer’s production, with its many intercon-
nected byways, is especially visible in his sculptures of the last twenty years. Categories of 
form and principles of composition found in the various collages on paper become, in dif-
ferent complex versions, transformed from the two-dimensional to the three-dimensional 
sculptural space. Recognizable elements seen in earlier sculptures are familiar echoes in-
cluded as reconstructed forms. The sculptures also contain earlier versions from parts of the 
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7. Jackson Pollack
Black over Yellow.  About 1950. Oil 
on canvas. 56,5 x 82,5 cm. 
Louisiana Museum of Modern Art, 
Humlebæk, Denmark.  
Donation: The Joseph and Celia 
Ascher Collection, New York.

(next spread)

8. Michael Singer
7 Moon Ritual Series. 
1985. Lithograph Artist Proof. 
0,98  x 1,3 m. Collection of the artist.

9. Michael Singer
Ritual Series 7/9/84. 
1984. Charcoal, chalk, brush and 
ink. Collage on paper. 
1 x 1,3 m. Collection of the artist. 
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visual language that already exists, or will be used later in large projects in an urban space. 
This network of artistic transformations, interchanges, and developments is clearly visible 
in the sculpture Ritual Series/Retellings 1999-2010 (fig. 10), which “has been in process for 
most of the past 20 years.” Therefore it can truly be called a richly textured visual retelling 
that contains artistic interpretations of many of the experiences and knowledge that Singer 
has acquired over the years. The composition Retellings 1991, contains a single first version of 
what we later see in Retellings 1999-2010. Also in the collage, Ritual Series Retellings 94 (1994) 
(fig. 11), one can clearly see the sketches for the structure as well as the texture of the elements 
of form in Retellings 1999-2010, especially regarding the wall and many of the smaller forms. 

Singer also worked on this sculpture while he prepared the sketches for the Phoenix 
Recycling Center (fig. 28). For example, the stepped levels of the large terraces that support 
the main building are a direct expression of various floor planes in the sculpture. However, 
there is a still closer relationship between this sculpture and the J. Parker Huber House 
(fig. 33). The concrete patterned ‘box’ shape is directly related to the form and elevations 
of the Parker Huber House. It is characteristic of Singer’s method of work that the process 
of creation itself has many large and small details filled with meaning; details which have 
numerous tactile, color-related and plastic qualities. He has described a number of these 
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10. Michael Singer
Ritual Series Retellings.
1999-2010. Pine, cast concrete, 
bronze, copper and stone. 
3,81 x 5,18 x 1,52 m. Collection 
of the artist.
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11. Michael Singer
Ritual Series Retellings 94.  
1994. Charcoal, chalk, ink, hand-
made cast paper, collage on paper.  
86 x 2,44 m. Collection of the artist. 
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complex work processes in the production of Retellings 1999-2010 and how closely related 
it is to nature’s own materials and processes: “The Retellings wall material is milled pine 
trees that I selected near my home, cut to dimensions and thickness by a wood sawyer in 
the neighborhood. This wood has been slightly burned to loosen its grain and sandblasted 
to reveal the grain. The wood has an under-painting of rich red paint that has been rubbed 
with the dirt from my garden while the paint was still wet. The dirt has specs of mica, part 
of the soil composition, that provide a subtle glitter. The concrete of the box and the floor 
plane is hand cast in my studio and was the result of many experiments. (...) There is a 
specific patterning that recurs on the concrete, which is also embedded with copper, and 
granite cut pieces. To arrive at the finish on the concrete I covered each finished cast piece 
with thick wood saw dust and poured kerosene over it and burnt it.”37 

This sculpture cannot be fully comprehended from a specific vantage point. It needs 
to be viewed sequentially. The bodily experience and the way our gaze wanders across, 
around and over the sculpture require time, and this potentially increases the percep-
tions, experiences and insights to be had in our encounter. This process of discovery 
is parallel to our experience of landscape. The walls of the sculpture do not keep the 
viewer out, but invite him or her to visually enter the sculpture. It is, comments Singer, 
“like a Shinto Shrine that has its fences and building moved from one sacred site to its 
identical neighboring site. The layers of fences invite you to imagine what lies beyond 
and behind.”38 But there are also places in the sculpture, especially the cast concrete box’s 
contents, of which the view will never see. Only the person building the piece will know 
and view these parts of the sculpture. This is perhaps a reference to that part of our lives 
that we will never be able to control, even though we may try.

Ritual Series Map of Memory. (2001-2010). (Fig. 12) is also comprised of many com-
plex structures that almost have a labyrinthine character. They create an intense inter-
play between the vertical and the horizontal, and between the open and the more closed 
room-like spaces, between platform and enclosure and mass and form. The sculpture 
also contains references to earlier sculptures, for example, to Cloud Hands Ritual Series, 
1982-83 (fig. 44). In both sculptures there are “stones, selected for their form and color”. 
They are objects of contemplation and symbolize – maybe – “universal or the geologi-
cal time” while “the wood, being more perishable, and more easily shaped by the art-
ist’s intervention, symbolizes historical time.” 39 There are many recollections, geological 
and historical layers in Map of Memory, which takes considerable time to discover and 
interpret. The stones and walls are set in place in ways reminiscent of ruins - and other 
places where nature, which demands respect, has invaded the human environment. The 
sculpture leads one to focus on its internal structures and spaces, while the framework of 
interpretation expands in comparison to the collage on paper of the same name (fig. 6). 

Ritual Series, Guardian 2009 (fig. 13) and Ritual Series 2010 (fig. 14), which are forged 
metal sculptures, express, in particular, a frozen movement of various forms of growth. 
They also contain a multitude of sculptural interpretations of studies in spatial dynam-
ics. They are comprised of many amazingly complex and varied abstract figures, which 
are placed on a wooden board, seeming to have developed, step by step, in unpredictable 
ways. When looking at those sculpted parts found in Guardian 2009 you almost have a 
feeling that they slowly come out of their containing box, and will continue to do so. 
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12.  Michael Singer
Ritual Series Map om Memory. 
2001-2010. Pine, cast concrete, 
bronze, copper, aluminum, lead 
and stone. 3,56 x 4,57 x 1,52 m. 
Collection of the artist.

13. Michael Singer
Ritual Series Guardian. 2009.
Forged steel, cast aluminum, cast 
concrete, wood. 
1,52 x 1.02 x 1.45 m. Collection of 
the artist.
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Singer comments that most of the figures or forms “that make up the larger overall sculp-
ture are small in scale, very intricate in their textures and surfaces, they have varying color 
depending on the steel that is used or the temperature of the fire that forms them, or the 
way I clean them.”40  These two metal sculptures are in the whole the result of many ex-
periments with forged steel that Singer has developed with the smith Al Chapman. This 
forging process is actually a form of steel collage, which relates closely to the processes 
Singer uses for his collages on paper. It is therefore not so surprising that there is indeed 
a very close connection visually between the language of form of the two sculptures and 
the collages, which are also called Guardian. One can easily be convinced of this when 
comparing Guardian 2009, with The Guardian 94 (2) (1994) (fig. 15). 

With Singer’s indoor sculptures it is possible to experience intensely a contrast to, or even 
a bulwark against, the information society’s rapid undermining of our concepts of space 
and trivialization of the multiple layers of time and meaning preserved in art and history. 
In his novel Slowness, Milan Kundera offers a playful and critical interpretation of what 
happens in and to society when everything occurs with increasing speed. The outcome is 
that forgetting wins over remembering, that seeming becomes more important than being. 
In Kundera’s own words: “There is a secret bond between slowness and memory, between 
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14. Michael Singer
Ritual Series. 
2010. Forged steel, cast aluminum, 
cast concrete, wood.
3,81 x 0,51 x 1.32 m. Collection of 
the artist. 
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speed and forgetting. (...) The degree of slowness is directly proportional to the intensity 
of memory; the degree of speed is directly proportional to the intensity of forgetting.”41  

The French philosopher Jean-François Lyotard has expressed the same point of view 
by emphasizing that “there is a secret region of potential resistance to speed. I believe 
that it is very important not to forget.”42 It is just this point of view that Singer, who 
considers Milan Kundera a kindred spirit, has visualized in his Map of Memory works. 
Furthermore, it has always been important for Singer to create works that are also “places 
of contemplation” in a world that has often curtailed the opportunity for this. Indeed, his 
indoor and outdoor sculptures and his collages on paper inspire us to remember aspects 
of our lives, our relationships and spiritual matters that we have forgotten - above all they 
teach us that it is important to remember. 
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15. Michael Singer
Ritual Series The Guardian 94 (2). 
1994. Ink and collage on paper. 
0,83 x 1.03 m. Collection of the 
artist.
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The work Michael Singer created through the early 1980’s, especially his ethereal sculp-
tures in remote and untouched areas, were more about the nature of these places than 
about interactions with a human environment. His search for sites evolved to locations 
that put him closer to the areas where people would easily come in contact with his work, 
along pathways through a park or forest setting. The first of these projects is First Gate 
Ritual Series 5/79, 1979 (fig. 45) set in a hemlock tree forest, made from the many dead 
branches he broke off and collected from the trees’ lower areas. As he gathered these 
branches into organized bunches, he set them onto the contours of the forest floor, cre-
ating a platform. He says, “at this point I sensed that among the first human needs in a 
forest would be making a level ground plane. Once I made this ground plane I felt the 
next impulse, to protect the platform. And then I started to layer the branches into verti-
cal screens or walls. Finally I realized I had built, with those branches, a totally natural 
container-like structure, almost a shelter. It then felt correct to make a sculptural piece 
to be placed in this natural container, perhaps as an homage to memory.” 43 The concepts 
originating from this piece informed his subsequent work leading to the present. The 
earliest of these sculptures are First Gate Ritual Series 5/79 (1979), Ritual Series 80/81 
(1980-81) (fig. 16) and Cloud Hands Ritual Series 80/81 (1980-81)). (Fig. 44). The art 
historian Donald B. Kuspit wrote about these two works in an article titled “Caves and 
Temples”44 - an appropriate metaphor for what has become Singer’s diverse architectural 
and garden projects. It is, therefore, a natural broadening of his creative realm, that he has 
become involved with architecture and urban places including opportunities to address, 
both visually and functionally, human interactions with natural environments. This per-
spective is something our culture, over the past few centuries, has neglected. Singer be-
lieves: “We have unfortunately developed our architecture, in the past few hundred years, 
as proud declarations of our ability to protect humans from nature and to demonstrate 
our status controlling and conquering nature, dominating the environment around us.” 
45 It is not difficult to understand how his work of the past 25 years relates to the earlier 
goals of his sculpture and drawing processes. From the early sculptures to the large-scale 
works of recent years there is no deviation from his questions regarding the human rela-
tionship to the natural environment. Singer considers sculpture and his large projects as 
complementary processes, which have in common that they “create meaning for a place.”

He has become aware that artists “have the ability to see, question and imagine in 
ways that can be very helpful to the traditional professions who are looking for solutions” 
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46 to the problems we live with daily in our communities. He continues: “The kinds of 
questions artists will ask are very important and very different from the questions of 
design professionals, engineers and politicians.”47  Further, “the creative process of art-
ists is very special, and different than any of the other professionals “ 48 (...) for “an artist 
creates and defines their own program from personal and individual concerns. When the 
artist creates, their work represents a possible answer that almost always leads to more 
questions.”49 Therefore it is important that artists become involved in “cross-disciplinary” 
projects and other collaborative activities where old standard practices have not satisfied 
the project’s needs or functions. 

These perceptions were sharpened when Singer began to teach architecture at Ameri-
can universities while also teaching in the visual arts. He became involved in architectural 
practice in 1988 when he was invited to teach a graduate architecture studio class at 
MIT in Boston. The University wanted a teacher who would approach architecture from 
an “artist’s point of view.” Singer’s teaching architecture along with visual arts helped 
strengthen his resolve to explore and open his relationship between art, design and ar-
chitecture. He focused on the benefits and best qualities from each area of interest, set-
ting up opportunities for collaboration between artists, designers, architects and other 
professionals. These collaborations were to result in the creation of projects in which the 
functional, the artistic, and the interaction of social, economic and environmental sys-
tems could be united in new innovative approaches, leading us to understand the world 
in unconventional and unexpected ways. This did not mean that he valued artists more 
than architects or designers. His main mission was to find the differences between them 
and the interconnections between them, and utilizing this knowledge to establish new, 
more fruitful and integrated forms of collaboration. As a result of his interests in large-
scale projects he formed, in the early 1990’s, a multifaceted art, design and planning stu-
dio, which is called Michael Singer Studio. The project work in the Singer Studio focuses on 
four core principles:

 “1. Site Specificity: Each project is considered individually and crafted to address and in-
teract with the site’s specific program, environmental systems and social context. Michael 
Singer, along with the Studio’s planners and designers, study each site and explore specific 
opportunities to reveal a site’s full potential. Every project is designed and built for a spe-
cific place ensuring a unique outcome that responds to its context. 50 

2. Ecological regeneration: Michael Singer has been a leading voice in the creation of 
spaces that actively regenerate the built environment. From water cleansing gardens to 
large-scale infrastructure projects, the Studio has always sought to shape environmental 
systems to improve ecological health, filter air and water, and create places for people to 
witness growth and change over time.

3. Craft and Detail: Each piece created by Michael Singer is hand crafted in Vermont with 
expert craftsmanship and detailing. Singer’s team of craftsmen has been working with the 
Studio for decades. The Studio engages a select group of stone, metal and wood suppliers 
who know Michael Singer’s fabrication processes and expectations intimately.

new interactions between art, nature, urban space and humanity

(next spread)
16. Michael Singer
Ritual Series 80/81. 
1980-81. Wood, fieldstones. 
5,26 x 5,51 x 1,47 m 
Collection of the Solomon R. 
Guggenheim Museum, New York. 
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4. Interdisciplinary approach: Singer’s approach to projects often includes a wide range 
of professionals to engage in a collaborative design process. The creation of sculptural 
gardens calls for biologists, masons, structural engineers, water quality specialists, and 
landscape architects. Larger planning projects often take in anthropologists, urban de-
signers, whole systems engineers, philosophers, and economists. The goal is to obtain a 
range of ideas and points of view that then become the Studio’s foundation for integrat-
ing systems and programs, creating new and refreshing spaces that are unique to their 
environment.” 51 

Singer and his co-workers make sculptural gardens, infrastructure, architecture, urban 
landscapes and interpretive design. These works of public art, planning, architectural and 
landscape design are known for their innovation, aesthetic beauty and functionality. He 
has been particularly interested in finding new relationships between design, engineer-
ing, the sciences, policy, and the natural world and connecting them.

His landscape designs and other large projects have increasingly come to include 
environmental regeneration. He emphasizes that his “design philosophy is intended to 
help our eco-system” and should encourage change in a positive way that can promote 
health and growth. 52

The following will examine a number of examples of Singer’s and his Studio’s dif-
ferent projects, placing them in the cultural and societal context. These analyses are ac-
companied by Singer Studio’s own descriptions of the projects with detailed information 
about the team members who Singer has worked with. 53 He stresses that “the projects I’m 
working on are collaborative, integrated design processes, where professionals respect-
fully challenge each other. It’s much richer to be challenged, and so much better for the 
project.” 54 
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Singer’s sculptural gardens can, on many points, be considered an original contribution 
to the form of garden design that protects nature, expresses the dream of an open and 
free society, embodies a paradise on earth, creates a place for meditation as well as an in-
spiring open-air space in a world dominated by complex rationality and noise. Chinese, 
Japanese and Arabic gardens as well as the English romantic garden and its successors in 
the USA, include examples of this form of garden design.

The Chinese “poetical garden”, which binds painting and landscape together, contains a 
“spiritual utopia” that creates new connections between man and nature and establishes 
a free space in an authoritarian society with many ceremonies. The Chinese applaud the 
view that “nature could be understood only on its own terms.”55

The Japanese garden is a microcosm that creates large and small landscapes where 
there is no nature to be found. It gives space and quietness for contemplation. Singer has 
studied the Zen-gardens in Kyoto. He uses the expression “contemplative gardens” for his 
own garden designs. It is a reference to the Japanese Zen-garden.

The Islamic or the Arabic garden symbolizes the Paradise of the Koran and the oasis 
in the desert. It is also an eternal homage to everything that grows. “It is important to 
emphasize that in addition to being a collective symbol, the Islamic garden is just as much 
an ecological organism that is determined by economic and social conditions.”56 This is 
shown in, for example, the miniature from 1504 of the garden Bagh-i-Wafa outside Kabul 
(fig. 17). It reproduces the cross motive with the four floods that are named in the Koran. 
In the middle we see the source of life with the spring, from which water is led to the gar-
den’s plants along a refined network of channels. The dense and shady greenery prevents 
the water from evaporating.

 The architects of the English romantic garden from the 18th century transformed 
the axially defined layout of baroque classicism into open, center-less spaces with a mul-
tiplicity of winding paths and poetic glades, where ruins and statues were placed. These 
gardens embodied a notion of humanity, liberty and respect for nature and give the im-
pression of having been created, not by human hand, but by nature itself. At Drotting-
holm the Swedish garden architect, Magnus Piper, has incorporated the original, strictly 
composed baroque garden into a new extensive and freely composed English garden 
(fig. 18). He structured the spatial compositions in such a way that it was left to nature 
to improve them. When we walk around the park today it is as if one is walking out in 
nature where there is no trace of human interference - and yet nearly everything has been 
planted and there are man-made lakes and streams. Indeed over 200 years nature has 
perfected the work. 57

Since the early 20th century a number of American landscape architects have created 
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numerous gardens and parks, which in an independent way further the view of nature as 
visualized in the English Romantic garden. One of these landscape architects is A. E. Bye, 
who on many accounts has inspired Michael Singer, who has remarked that “Bye was so 
affirming of my sensibilities. I think he is the step between landscape architecture and sus-
tainability for me.” Bye became key to Singer “sensing the importance of natural systems 
and the beauty of the indigenous.” 58 Singer gained a lot from the conversations he held 
with him and admired the way he “set the land to evolve over time – designing the patterns 
or situations for these natural changes to take place. Nature’s potential for ‘loss of control’ 
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outside Kabul. 
1504. Miniature. Manuscript from 
the Baburnama (c.1590) 
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was welcomed by him.” 59 This characteristic is clearly seen in Soros Garden (1967) (fig.19), 
Southhampton, New York. Landscape architect, Michael Van Valkenburgh, writes about 
this work: “Sunlight exaggerates the earth forms in this garden. In winter, as the sun warms 
the south of each form, the snow melts more quickly than on the colder sides and bare 
ground contrasts the remaining snow; these patterns come and go. Bye’s landscapes work 
with fine details like shadows and snow patterns.” 60 This work, though “built”, now has 
the appearance of being the natural landscape. His gardens, which are full of native plants, 
are established after thorough studies of the processes of nature. His students used to say 
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18. Frederik Magnus Piper
General Plan for the Works in 
Drottingholm Pleasure Park, outside 
Stockholm, with improvements. 
1797. Water colored ink drawing. 
The Royal Academy of Fine Arts, 
Stockholm. 
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that “he knew how to make the snow fall where he wanted.” In Leitzsch Garden (1965) in 
Litchfield, Connecticut, ” the earthen entry drive curves and rises over grade to preserve 
existing plants and ground surface”. 61 It is another fine example of Bye’s gardenesque style.  
It was landscape architect Michael Van Valkenburgh who introduced Singer to “the profes-
sion of landscape architecture” and described the concept “built landscape” for him. Singer 
explains that this concept, when he heard it, seemed “very bizarre because my sense of gar-
dens at that time was that they arrived from “nature” more than from humans “building” 
them.  My work up until that time was so carefully situated in some of the most natural, un-
touched areas like the Everglades (...) or Beaver Bogs.” However, he became deeply interested 
in “landscape architecture and its extraordinary creativity, design language and projects.” 62 
Through his friendship with Michael Van Valkenburgh, Singer became enthusiastic not 
only about Bye, but also about a number of other prominent, American landscape archi-
tects. Some of them, for example, James Rose, carried forward the English garden’s view-
point of nature, while others, for example Dan Kiley, are inspired by geometrical, classical 
French garden design, or, like Beatrix Farrand, are influenced by Italian garden design. 

Singer and Michael Van Valkenburgh later agreed to produce and curate an exhibi-
tion of photographs of a number of these outstanding landscape architects. The exhibi-
tion was accompanied by a book with the title Built Landscapes: Gardens in the Northeast: 
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19. A. E. Bye
Soros Garden. 1967.
Southampton, New York.
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Gardens by Beatrix Farrand, Fletcher Steel, James Rose, A. E.  Bye, Dan Kiley (1984). Both 
the exhibition and the book were of enormous significance for bringing these landscape 
architects to the attention of the public.

Singer’s sculptural gardens include inspiration from and references to these gardens 
mentioned above. His gardens can also be considered gardens of paradise and contem-
plation with multiple layers of meaning and sustainable visions. The gardens provide an 
image of the world, a place of otherness where dreams are realized in the expectation of a 
better world. He is quite likely to agree with Thomas More’s comment on garden design 
in Utopia (1516): “It is difficult to point at anything in the entire city, which is of more use 
and pleasure to the inhabitants.”

However, Singer’s inspiration from other garden designers was just one element in his 
new and innovative forms for garden design where sculptures or sculptural features are 
integrated in such an organic and unexpected way as to convince one that they had always 
been together. The transition between nature and art is blurred. Such a combination of 
nature and sculpture is an innovative approach, which makes for a distinctive, expressive 
whole; evidence of human history and the geological layer becomes set into the natural en-
vironment, which one moment appears “built”, even though it quickly blurs, and the next 
moment appears as natural landscape. The divide between nature, sculpture and the pres-
ence of people supports this establishment of a close relationship between them. Singer’s 
integrated gardens can be found inside and outside, often addressing the lack of nature 
in urban areas and often including nature in unexpected contexts. Moreover, through his 
gardens he has given form to an ecological aesthetic. This is because many of the elements 
in his gardens, which have an artistic or an aesthetic character, are built on ecological 
principles. Respect for nature and sustainable visions are combined with the artistic goals.

- -

Michael Singer’s first permanent sculpture garden was the Becton Dickinson Indoor Atrium 
spaces in 1986. Becton Dickinson is a corporate headquarters building for almost 1000 
of the company’s employees. The site is a large piece of land outside New York City.  The 
sculpture garden in the atrium, which is an open space, is located in the first building of 
the corporate headquarters. (Fig. 20). The garden is built on a rectangular plane with a 
channel of water and a pool. There is a finely balanced interplay between the vertical and 
horizontal structures so characteristic of Singer’s sculptures. This channel with rippling, 
flowing water and its constantly changing light effects and reflections are reminiscent of 
Arabic gardens. It creates a place of contemplation, a built paradise or a harmonious oasis 
in the middle of our busy, daily reality. Natural stones, and other sculptural elements are 
set within excavated zones below the ground plane. These carefully arranged zones pro-
duce a mystery for the workers in the building. They cannot perceive of the whole garden 
and its elements from any given point of view. The excavated zones reveal their contents 
only when the viewer walks through the entire space or has specific views from the many 
floors above the garden. Singer was concerned about making a garden and sculpture that, 
for the person living with it every day while at work, might become a forgotten append-
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age to their daily experience. His strategies of concealing and revealing the structures he 
placed below the ground plane works well because the structures are only visible from the 
place where a viewer is looking, and will not be visible from just a few steps away. This is a 
successful way to invite the viewer’s attention to this beautiful area, and not dismiss it be-
cause it so familiar. Singer enjoys telling of one worker’s questioning him on a visit to the 
site almost two years after it was installed, “He pulled me aside and, in an accusing man-
ner pointed his finger at me, he said ‘I know you come in here when we are gone at night 
and you move things around. I can discover your moves or find new parts every time I 
look at this garden, and I know you are adding things or taking them away. For me this 
was the most wonderful critique I could have on my work, after years the worker was still 
looking at it”. When the building’s architect, Michael McKinnell, saw Singer’s integrated 
garden he exclaimed; “We designed the space and you transformed it into a place.” 63  

About four years later the company built another very large complex on the site to 
house their research center. Singer was asked to design the large outdoor courtyard space 
for this new research building. (Fig. 39). The building wraps around a large courtyard 
that slopes down to a woodland area. He has connected this large space with a pathway, 
water channels, and rectangular pools that are adjacent to the path. There are several 
zones in the garden comprised of landforms that rise from the surface or fall below it. 
Stonewalls, granite sculptural forms and seating areas are all interspersed among dense 
ground cover plantings. The water flowing through the garden is collected in a deep cis-
tern at the bottom and re-circulated to the upper area where it is returned through the 
structures. Similar to the indoor Atrium sculpture, this outdoor work with its massive 
scale can be viewed from the offices and laboratories raising four floors surrounding the 
outdoor courtyard. Depending on where the worker is in the building his view will reveal 
elements that are not in view from the ground pathways.  

Woodland Garden (fig. 21) (1990-1992) Wellesley College is located outside of Bos-
ton in a rural setting that was designed by the mid 19th century landscape designer who 
also did New York City’s Central Park, Frederic Law Olmstead. It was Wellesley College’s 
singular, natural landscape that inspired Singer. He invited the architect of Becton Dick-
inson, Michael McKinnell, to collaborate on a contemplative place where students could 
walk from the main campus on a woodland trail taking them around a lake where they 
could enjoy views back to their educational center. Singer chose the site where two small 
hills raise next to the trail. McKinnell introduced the notion of “threshold” and “bound-
ary” as an architectural experience at the site. Singer placed a stone and bronze sculpture 
in the flat area between the low hills. The sculpture walls rise to about seat level above 
the ground and within are its main elements that are set below the walls and planted 
area. The site boundary is a partial low stonewall constructed by a Vermont stonemason 
working closely with a Tibetan stonemason. Singer planted over one hundred native trees 
and understory plants in the area, supporting the natural environment and contempla-
tive character of the site. Susan Taylor, Director of the Wellesley College Art Museum 
observed, “by integrating sculpture with actual built form in a unified design within a 
natural landscape, a complex web of visual and conceptual associations is created.” 64   

In the Memorial Garden For Those Who Survived (fig. 22) (1992) in Stuttgart, Ger-
many it is clear that Singer has used elements from his sculpture Map of Memory (fig. 
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12), together with a set of irregular pools and channels along a sloping terrain to create 
a reflective atmosphere where “a subtle tension between sound and sight heightens the 
impact on both senses.” 65 Singer comments that as you enter the walled garden from 
any of its portals, “the sound of water flowing through this space masks the sound of 
the urban world beyond the park.” 66 However the surface of each of these pools is quiet 
and still, creating a shift of perspective while one hears running water and looks at the 
stillness. The sound of trickling water joined with the intimate spaces within the garden 
seizes the visitor away from the daily routine and suggests a place to “remember those 
who survived”. The “survival” event is not defined and, in-fact extends beyond the obvi-
ous associations with the Holocaust. The site of this garden is also the place bounded by 

21. Woodland Garden, Wellesley 
College. 
1990 – 1992. Designed and built by 
Michael Singer Studio. 

22. Memorial Garden.  k 
1992.  Stuttgart, Germany. 
Designed and built by Michael 
Singer Studio.
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the enormous wall of rubble that was brought there from the bombing of Stuttgart in 
World War 2.  Today that rubble exists and has survived with a forest of trees and plants 
naturally growing in it as though it has been part of the city’s nature forever. 67  

The Contemplative Garden and Shelter (1990) (fig. 23), commissioned by a private col-
lector in La Jolla, California, realized Singer’s dream of creating “spaces for people that bring 
them to places that are comfortable, that allow them a view of nature they could not have 
otherwise.” 68 From a functional perspective this garden not only helps the owner and his 
family have access to a steep hillside overlooking the Pacific Ocean, it also functions as an 
earthquake barrier, holding the hill’s earth and providing protection to the lower property. 

Sangam Ritual Series 2001 (fig. 24) is an example of a Singer sculptural garden on a 
residential scale in which artistic effort, respect for nature and ecological principles are so 
organically knitted together, that a new garden of contemplation and a site with magical, 
ritualistic significance has resulted. The sculpture, which is the focus point of the garden, is 
placed by a tall curving hand-laid stone wall, which on one side borders the woods and tall 
trees, and on the other opens onto a glade with terraced ponds. The garden is within an old 
tall pine tree forest. The land is strongly sloped and carved with terraced areas. Two of the 
terraces each have a pond. The upper flat area holds the sculpture. It is laid out in such a way 
that there is “a cistern for water pumped from the lower ponds.” The flowing water creates 
sound “as it recycles through a filtration stream and trough that cleans and returns it to the 
lower ponds.” 69 The atmospheric and the functional are thus united. The borderline between 
sculpture and surrounding woodland is blurred in such a way that they become integrated 
into each other, and a new, powerfully expressive natural place results. The sculpture Sangam 
Ritual Series that is part of the garden has many antecedents. The first Sangam Ritual Series, 
from 1976, was sited in a large salt marsh reserve near Chesapeake Bay.70 The second was an 
indoor sculpture in 1977. Several pieces in this series were created in the following year, for 
example, a work in Aspen Colorado in 1986. 71 Sangam takes its name from the places in 
India where two water streams or rivers become one. Often a shrine is built at this location.

In 2007 Singer completed the Garden Sculpture (fig. 25) for the entry courtyard of 
the American Embassy in Athens commissioned by the American organization Founda-
tion of Art and Preservation in Embassies. The garden is a large courtyard with a planted 
olive tree grove with lavender borders. It includes Singer’s 70-metre long, open sculp-
ture landscape. This is comprised of horizontal and vertical structures overlapping with 
reverse curves, concave and convex, becoming a pattern of interconnected shapes with 
plantings that all together form an elemental rhythm of nature. The light marble along 
with specially cast white concrete has a refined woven pattern cut into it. The low sculp-
tural elements, covered in some places by plant growth, all containing references to the 
many ancient monuments in Athens, which often lie as ruins, are surrounded by native 
shrubs and flowers. The first view of the courtyard and sculpture is from above on an 
entry bridge overlooking the Embassy compound. Coming down steps the viewer be-
comes aware that the near side of the sculpture is set below the grade of the land. Water 
from the long sculptural platforms falls mysteriously into an invisible cistern that is even 
lower than the overflow point. The sculpture is installed to promote a forced perspective 
towards its furthest point that leads the eye to the hills far beyond to the surrounding city. 
In 1994 nature took over the 650 square meter Concourse C within the Denver Interna-
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tional Airport and changed the usual anonymous, expected airport in both a dramatic 
and evocative way. (Fig. 26.) Singer’s public art project brought nature into the antiseptic 
airport setting by creating a vast, indoor garden, in which various climbing plants creep 
up the walls and across the concrete surfaces. There is, on the whole, a multitude of 
intense connections between the non-linear growth elements and the more linear struc-
tures in the sculptural forms. The garden can be viewed from the level above, where 
there is a McDonald’s restaurant and other fast food shops, a fascinating contrast. Singer 
comments, “the garden is covered with vines, ferns, all manner of growth. It becomes a 
living ecology, and therefore a complete contradiction to its surroundings.” 72 The gar-
den, akin to the Japanese Zen-gardens, can be viewed from several vantage points but is 
not open and available directly to the public, which gives it a mysterious air. However, 
it establishes a network of expressive, contrasting effects in its grey, cold surroundings. 
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24. Sangam Ritual Series.  v 
2001. Conway, Massachusetts. 
Designed and built by Michael 
Singer Studio. 

25. Garden Sculpture.  h 
2007. US Embassy, Athens, Greece. 
Designed and built by Michael 
Singer Studio. 
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The moss-covered surfaces in the northeastern end of the space lead one’s thoughts to 
the Moss Gardens in Kyoto, creating a poetic Japanese reference. The multitude of green 
plants reduces air pollution, sends lovely fragrances into the air and attracts birds, which 
fly between the vegetation and sculptural elements. A hidden watering system ensures the 
garden is always fresh and green. Describing this garden, Singer says he “took what would 
have been a usually antiseptic airport zone, made it smell, made it wet, and made it grow; 
and gave life that you don’t get in places like an airport.” 73 

The artistic and ecological goals are again realized on a large scale and in a very convinc-
ing way in the outdoor and indoor garden projects that Singer and his Dutch, German and 
American colleagues worked on for the Alterra Institute for Environmental Research, IBN. 
DLO Wageningen, The Netherlands (1999) (fig. 27). His work unites the building with the 

26. Concourse C, Denver 
International Airport. 
1994. Colorado. Designed and 
built by Michael Singer Studio. 
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gardens and landscape and expressively visualizes the ecological principles that characterize 
the institute’s work. Realizing a sustainable practice strategy for the project was the starting 
point for Singer and his team. And it became, as he expressed it, “a key to how we looked at 
the building and landscape being interconnected, and meaning of place flowed from there.” 74  

Singer’s principal idea was to unite outdoor and indoor architecture by establish-
ing aesthetic interconnections with special pathways and gardens, as well as allowing 
the building’s air, temperature control, and water systems to work with its outdoor and 
indoor landscape. Using these concepts he and the team created a unified and more dy-
namic space. He also wanted to give the new buildings many of the nuances of and vari-
ations in textures of older buildings. Therefore he selected “patinated wood and metals 
for the meeting shelter and trellises, worn-looking pavers, fountain-like water channels, 

27. Atrium Gardens, Alterra Institute 
for Environmental Research . 
1999. IBN-DLO Wageningen, 
Netherlands. Designed and built by 
Michael Singer Studio.
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and pools all make reference to former use and mystery.” 75 The two gardens were nick-
named “twin green lungs and kidneys”, because both the plants and the watering system 
produced an optimal inner climate. The gardens each have their own special aesthetic 
character as well as distinct water filtration and cleansing system as described by Singer:  
“The first, western-most garden has luxuriant, lush growth, where water is held in a large 
pool with underwater chambers, flowing inaudibly. The second, more public atrium has 
a more arid sparer plant palette. The large shallow suspended pool in this garden has 
an audible flow of water that drops to the storage cistern below. In both atria the water 
features are helping to clean the building’s grey water and stormwater systems.” 76 Singer 
added that “the final cistern stores this water for irrigation and returns it to re-use for the 
toilets. Scientists use the gardens for their research as well. The gardens are an integration 
of systems and function to accomplish this interactive dynamic.” These gardens can also 
be used as places for contemplation and quiet conferences or study. As Singer comments: 
“why should contemplative space be outside of our everyday experience?” 77 

Several of the ecologically oriented researchers have responded to the very rich visual 
experience and have also emphasized that they especially enjoy the good and healthy in-
ner climate and inspirational surroundings. 78 

Singer believes that his gardens are only finalized when visitors have walked through 
them and have been able to discover the many new, small nuances and perspectives, which 
continuously change character, depending on the effects of the lighting. “Singer” comments 
Rebecca Krinke “engages the body in unconventional ways and in unconventional places 
to wake us up to the experience of having/ being a body and the power of the moment.” 
79  This understanding is parallel to that proposed by the French philosopher Merleau-
Ponty, which has had considerable influence on American art since the 1960s. Because the 
hierarchical structures in the different art forms of the time were broken down, the viewer 
could be actively drawn into the experiential space, giving a wealth of opportunity for what 
Maurice Merleau-Ponty calls “bodily experience”. “For it is by lending his body to the world 
that the artist changes the world into [art]. To understand these transformations we must 
go back to the working, actual body (…) that body which is an intertwining of vision and 
movements.” 80 Having made the point that vision and movement are linked together by 
means of the body, Merleau-Ponty goes on to explore the paradox that the human body 
“simultaneously sees and is seen (...) there is a human body (...) between the seeing and 
the seen, between touching and the touched, between the seeing and the seen.” 81 Both in 
the gardens and out in free nature it is highly probable that Singer and many of us others 
have had the experience that “the things looked at us”, or as Paul Klee has expressed it:  “In 
a forest. I have felt many times over that it was not I who looked at the forest. Some day I 
felt that the trees were looking at me, were speaking to me. I was there, listening (...) I think 
that the painter must be penetrated by the universe and not want to penetrate it.” 82

Singer has created the structure of his integrated gardens from many angles, watching 
nature’s own rhythm, responding to diverse environmental conditions. The variations in 
the rhythms and in the formation of spaces within his gardens are endless. Together with 
the colors and fragrance of flowers, the flowing water and the many green plants and 
trees, an intense atmosphere has been created that draws us into a magical sphere and 
stimulates us to experience it with the entire body and all its senses.
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When Singer and his colleagues Ramon J. Cruz and Jason Bregman published the booklet 
Infrastructure and Community in 2007 for the prestigious Environmental Defense Fund 
organization, he and his team had the opportunity to both summarize his definitions 
of infrastructure projects, and describe his many experiences with designing and devel-
oping these projects. By this time Singer and his Studio had long been at the forefront 
of change and recognition of the opportunities for infrastructure facilities. They have 
always had a special focus on infrastructure and community and emphasized that “the 
goal is to provide elected officials, city planners, policy makers, engineering consultants 
and community leaders with a document that encourages creative thinking, sparks ideas 
that are outside typical considerations and results in new approaches in the design and 
location of infrastructure facilities.” 83 When tackling infrastructure planning and design 
it is important to take into account the following five aspects:

1. Site context: ecology, community and habitat. 
2. Energy: consumption, infrastructure and life cycle. 
3. Public access: education, business and recreation. 
4. Water management: filtration, reuse and responsibility.
5. Architectural design: aesthetics and function. 

These aspects are analyzed in the book and illustrated with nuanced analyses focused 
on three infrastructure projects by Michael Singer Studio. These are: 27th Avenue Solid 
Transfer and Recycling Center in Phoenix, Arizona, TGE Cogeneration Power Facility, New 
York City and Marine Transfer Station, also in New York City. Only if the five criteria 
listed above are in various ways satisfied, can an infrastructure project be considered to 
have fulfilled the functional, ecological, educational and aesthetic demands, which are 
important for optimal functioning and the creation of significant qualities in the com-
munity in which it is to be placed.  

The first time that Singer seriously worked with scientists and bio-engineers, and 
also joined with a historian and anthropologist, was in 1988 when he began to work with 
the master plan for Long Wharf in New Haven, Connecticut, a one-mile urban water-
front area overlooking the Long Island Sound. He wanted to show how the site could 
be transformed to encourage active community and ecological usage. At this time the 
concepts of “environmental healing and “sustainability” were just appearing in cultural 
and sociological debates. He says that he learnt through working on this project “how 
important it was for me to work closely with a team of engineers and scientists who were, 

(next spread)
28. Solid Waste Transfer and 
Recycling Center. 
1989-1993. Phoenix, Arizona. 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio 
and Linnea Glatt.
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at that time, at the forefront of researching the interactions and integration of the built 
and natural systems of a site and the capability of these systems to repair or regenerate a 
degraded place.”84 This project is a good example of how an “artist’s eye” can “transform 
a waterfront.” 85

 There is no doubt that the visionary, ecological designer, John Todd, who has fought 
for the introduction of sustainable design for many decades, has inspired Singer. He tells 
that through encountering Todd’s viewpoints, he could see “the interconnections of wa-
ter treatment systems, natural systems infrastructure, a sensitivity to place, and how these 
issues connected to my sensibilities and aesthetics.” Singer even began to imagine what 
his role could be amongst “engineers and designers of these systems, and how he could 
try to bring aesthetic beauty to their systems” as well as make these projects understand-
able and interactive with the communities. 86 Indeed, it was precisely this dream that to a 
high degree became reality. He has surely also read with deep interest Ocean Arks: Ecologi-
cal Solutions for the Twenty-First Century, which is a publication series founded by Todd. 

There are probably not many architects or artists, if any at all, who would dream of 
building a waste transfer and recycling center. Such a noisy, ugly, smelly place is un-
derstandably easy to turn your back on. Never the less, the Phoenix Arts Commission 
selected two artists - Singer and Linnea Glatt - to finalize the architectural concept for 
the design of Solid Waste Transfer and Recycling Center (1989-1993) (fig. 28), Phoenix. 
They have rotated the main building’s orientation on the site to reduce bad smell and 
noise for the benefit of visitors and employees. Likewise they have reworked the site 
plan and circulation flow, structural strategy for the building and added an education 
center and multipurpose community rooms. 87 The two artists have also arranged for a 
colorful cover of desert vegetation for the inviting, elevated terraced landscape, which 
separates visiting pedestrians from the truck traffic below. Overall, they have enlarged 
the landscape areas on this 8.1 hectares site. On the top of the entrance there is a gigan-
tic, powerful, open steel truss, which can be seen miles away; it functions almost as a 
landmark for the city. 

Instead of forbidding entry of the public, Singer and Glatt considered it important 
to invite them inside. The buildings contain many vantage points from where one can 
see and follow the processes of recycling and at the same time have open vistas to the 
city and distant suburbs producing this waste. These two artists have in fact created a 
beautiful amphitheatre in the middle of the building, where groups of school children 
and other visitors have a direct view of much of the active sorting-machinery and other 
processes. (Fig. 29) There is no doubt that Singer and Glatt have produced something 
quite unexpected - a recycling centre that can both have aesthetic qualities and teach us 
something about a world we know little about. The artists’ purpose was to create a place 
that is quite different from the known, it surprises and therefore can inspire us to think, 
to contemplate. Singer says “We want people to make connections”, We want to create an 
experience and have the visitor raise questions, to really be compelled to look into that 
facility. You don’t have to say much because you are seeing human beings (...) working 
with the garbage of your community. It’s a very powerful experience, and raises a lot of 
important questions.” 88

incorporating innovative infrastructure projects with community

29. Public Amphitheatre in Solid 
Waste Transfer and Recycling 
Center. 
1989-1993. Designed by Michael 
Singer Studio and Linnea Glatt.  
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The site of a garbage dump is now a place that also contains an educational center, a 
library, an exhibition space and the offices of an environmental group. This project has 
been credited with changing the meaning and experience of public works projects in the 
USA, presenting an aesthetically powerful design, which invites you to come, to enjoy, 
learn, meet and interact within a large infrastructure facility for municipal waste. The 
project won several awards, was featured in many publications and has been credited 
with promoting aesthetic design excellence for infrastructure in the U.S. In 1993, The 
New York Times chose the design as one of the eight most important architectural events 
of the year. The New York Times wrote, 29 August 1993, that with “the new Solid Waste 
Management Center, the Phoenix “percent for art” program has moved out of the realm 
of metaphor and begun to alter reality.” 89 Today this Recycling Center has become an at-
traction for children and adults to visit, and there are even community events. 

In Grand Rapids Riverwalk Floodwall (1988- 95) (fig. 30), which is a project for a por-
tion of the Grand River in Grand Rapids, Singer has accentuated the unique character of 
the place with a sculptural wall, which stands between the built and the natural environ-
ment and also serves as a functioning floodwall. He explains that this functional “flood 
wall is a public art sculptural element consisting of granite and other stone combined 
with patterned and formed concrete as well as plant material. This floodwall sculptural 
element, like the architectural structures of the city, appears to change hourly, as daylight 
moves around the space, marking subtle changes in color, shadow, mass and form (…) 
This floodwall sculpture becomes an apparatus for focusing on the site and understand-
ing the relationship between a built environment created to withstand natural forces and 
the awe surrounding a natural site capable of producing both destructive and peaceful 
events.” 90 The sculptural wall serves to also mediate stormwater coming from the streets 
and paved areas above it, filtering this water through its many planter systems before it 
can flow into the river. Singer has made an access ramp that leads right to the water’s edge 
and is accessible to everyone. Therefore the place has also become a beautiful recreational 
area for the city and catalyst for a city park with an added naturalized environmental 
walk along the river’s edge. 

Nancy B. Salomon notes that John Tillman Lyle, author of Regenerative Design for 
Sustainable Development (1996), has remarked that the USA “is a society that seeks to 
create manageable uniformity.” However, she points out that Singer and his multi-disci-
plinary approach has managed to break this uniformity by creating enthralling, multi-
functional infrastructure projects. Their proposals for large power plants show precisely 
their capacity to design surprising and inspiring projects for industrial buildings, which 
are usually forbidding, aesthetically challenged, and uniformly built. Singer and his team 
hope that ecological design and systems integration can make these intimidating facili-
ties better neighbors. Salomon considers their projects as ideal examples of how “new 
building systems” can “mimic nature and return to a biocentric approach to design.” 91 
As an example she points to Singer Studio’s “conceptual design for a natural-gas power 
plant in New York City – TGE Cogeneration Power Facility (2002) (fig. 31), where the 
environmental, functional and aesthetic requirements are united in an almost organic 
way. Especially waste heat, storm water and the expansive roof and wall surfaces are used 
in a very visible way in this project. Singer has brought nature to the power plant; verti-

30. Grand Rapids Riverwalk 
Floodwall. 
1988-1995. Grand Rapids, Michigan. 
Designed and built by Michael 
Singer Studio.
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cal greenhouses used as nurseries for growing native plants along with terraced gardens 
and green roofs are layered throughout. All the growing trees, green plants and flowers 
will give off scents and be used by New York City environmental groups for native plant 
material to be placed in natural areas throughout the New York City metropolitan area.  
This is an oasis in the urban world, all connected and interactive with its well-functioning 
power facility. Further, to make use of the power facility’s wasted resources, “the green-
house system integrated into the building’s vertical surfaces takes advantages of the waste 
heat ”92 emitted from the power production process. With this free source of recaptured 
heat, the plants are able to grow more quickly all year around in their greenhouses. Large 
areas of plantings on the roof also capture and filter storm water runoff while re-estab-
lishing, on the site, a natural habitat for the diverse bird life migrating through the New 
York City area.  The project also includes proposals for the establishment of photovol-
taic panels and other forms of alternative energy technologies that are intended to serve 
both energy and educational purposes at the facility. 93 Finally there is “the main facility 
building designed with a transparent, colored textured skin to break up the monolithic 
mass and facades typical of such power plants. (...) In the daytime colored panels reflect 
light and break up large surfaces of building mass.” 94 Singer comments that “working 
with power plants is very exciting” to him “because a power plant has” what he views as 
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31. TGE Cogeneration Power Facility. 
2002. Greenpoint, New York. 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio.
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resources, very useful large roofs and unused walls, waste, heat and greywater, “and it has 
the potential to be something in the community that no one has imagined. It has qualities 
both positive and negative; we all need the power, but it can be so much more than that, 
not only in its visual qualities, but in its programming and as an interactive community 
amenity. I would like to create spaces or places or pieces that encourage people to con-
template how to regenerate our systems, how to actually affect the health of our social 
and natural environment, how to set in motion a healing process.” 95

Consideration is also given for the educational and recreational needs that are so 
important in such a large-scale infrastructure project. Parts of the inner spaces and roof 
areas are dedicated to community activities, educational programs and offices for local 
organizations. The space adjoining the facility has been converted to a park that is well 
suited for walks. Singer and his team have all in all striven to produce a proposal for this 
huge power facility so that it can include visual and aesthetic qualities and become a posi-
tive force in the community, while it contains structures and processes that have a great 
impact on sustainability.

Marine Transfer Station. (2004) (fig. 32) Manhattan, New York is a project that origi-
nated from a request from the Environmental Defense Fund. Their challenge to Singer 
was to design an “urban model” marine facility to transfer garbage; a facility that could be 
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32. Marine Transfer Station. 
2004. Manhattan, New York. 
Designed by Michel Singer Studio.
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built on the Hudson or East Rivers in several neighborhoods of New York City. Of course 
this model waste facility would have to be accepted by its neighbors who are comprised of 
many of the wealthiest people in society, and approved by the politicians of the city. In the 
past a former city administration had removed these facilities that, up to this time, had 
provided the essential garbage services within each of the neighborhood districts of this 
vast urban area. The Environmental Defense Fund knew that even with the overwhelm-
ing statistics they had gathered proving how destructive removing these district garbage 
transfer sites has been to health, environment and the overall city well being, they could 
not present a strong enough case for changing the policy, re-instituting garbage transfer 
within neighborhoods, and building new marine transfer facilities. They knew that with-
out an acceptable, extraordinary design of a model urban facility that could be a pleasant, 
helpful, aesthetically beautiful neighbor and not de-value some of the most expensive 
property in the world, their case would be lost.

Again, Singer pulled together an extraordinary team of social anthropologists, engi-
neers, along with city policy, government and economic experts to answer this challenge.  
The answers came largely from their many conversations within these neighborhoods 
to understand what could be acceptable, what were the most obnoxious aspects of the 
earlier facilities that were now closed, how could they imagine benefitting from a neigh-
boring marine transfer facility.

The aesthetic of this type of facility was at the forefront of community concern as 
well as the terrible odors and obnoxious sight of more than sixty large garbage trucks 
lined up in the streets, sometimes for an hour or more, waiting to dump their load in 
the facility. It was difficult for citizens to imagine a place like this offering any benefits to 
their lives.  

Singer’s team solved the garbage truck line-up problem by designing a large circular 
ramping system that operates on a moving track powered by both trucks that are going 
down the ramp and solar photovoltaics. As the trucks enter the facility their motors are 
shut down and they are hooked to the moving track. The large circular ramping system is 
sized to hold all of the district’s trucks inside the facility as they pull up to it. This keeps 
these trucks from filling the city streets as they wait to unload. This circular ramp systems 
also results in a large central zone where garbage trucks can be cleaned and parked, again 
solving a community concern about these ugly trucks parked and cleaned outside on city 
waterfront property, taking up valuable land with their unsightly presence.

Along with arriving at a sculptural and architectural form for a marine transfer de-
rived from its complicated functional and practical needs, Singer Studio’s design includes 
gardens on the roof and green areas along the exterior structure of the building, free spac-
es or places of contemplation with fragrant native flowers and vegetation. And, again, the 
intention is to create an optimal sustainable facility, for example, by building integrated 
solar panels and various forms of water management. There are large open spaces for 
community events directly overlooking the river and active harbors. The many vertical 
greenhouses, gardens and cascading plants on the walls of the buildings make one think 
of the hanging gardens of Babylon around 600 BC. These were built by Nebuchadnezzar, 
who created a botanical wonder, a man-made paradise. The gardens were made to look 
like a natural Median ancient Persian wilderness in a barren region. The plants hung over 
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terraces. There were arched vaults with fountains that created humidity in this magical 
site. The Singer Studio has proposed a contemporary parallel, in a monotonous urban 
environment, to the Babylonian hanging gardens, which once made an oasis in the desert 
landscape.  

The Singer parallel “paradise” situates itself beyond our understanding of Babylon.  
His spiraling, vegetated structure provides the added benefit of saving almost 6.4 million 
km truck use hauling garbage through traffic laden Manhattan, as the existing policy 
required. This trucking reduction also addresses and reduces a significant source of air 
pollution in the city. Furthermore, Singer’s proposal, an act of environmental justice, 
returns the service of waste management to the communities who produce the garbage 
instead of the existing policy of transporting all noxious waste to the poorer residential 
areas of the city. The Environmental Defense Fund presented the Singer proposal to the 
communities, the New York City Counsel and the Mayor and all recognized that fol-
lowing the Singer guidelines for this “model urban’’ infrastructure it is possible to build 
neighborhood facilities like this on the riverfronts of the city. They voted a new policy to 
move this forward in 2007.  

Finally, Singer asks, “How can we live with what sustains us?” And he helps us re-
member that the vital services meeting our most basic needs and sustaining our way of 
life are taken for granted and are, for the most, disruptive and therefore placed outside 
of our daily lives. Singer demonstrates through his work on infrastructure what is also 
evident in his sculpture, drawings and gardens; that the connectedness of human sys-
tems to the environment and natural systems is, again, essential to our lives.  As U.S. 
infrastructure policy expert Nancy Rutledge Connery has stated, “Michael Singer Studio 
has made a bold and timely effort to redress this imbalance” of what we have come to 
know as “reviled facilities”. When worked on by an artist like Michael Singer these places 
providing our water, energy and waste services can “be transformed into enthralling and 
fully functional works of art that strengthen adjoining neighborhoods and ecosystems.” 96
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“Moving from Sculpture to Architecture (and back), Michael Singer Explores Boundaries 
That Both Separate and Connect.” is the headline of an article in Architectural Record, a 
popular magazine that is also the official journal of the American Institute of Architec-
ture. The subject of the article written by Clifford A. Pearson, an editor, is one of Sing-
er’s first private residence projects, The Parker Huber House. It was also selected by the 
journal as a “Record House of April 1999.” 97 There are many interconnections between 
Singer’s sculpture and his architecture designs, the first dating back to his teaching at the 
MIT Department of Architecture and to the large Phoenix Recycling and Transfer Facility 
of 1989-1993. 

The formal visual language Singer uses in his art pieces is translated into different 
scales and adapted to serve the functional requirements of his architecture. In the mid 
1980’s just after Singer’s one-man show at the Guggenheim Museum, Michael McKin-
nell the architect responsible for the Becton Dickinson buildings brought the prominent 
designer Carlo Scarpa to Singer’s attention as an important 20th century influence on ar-
chitecture. Singer was greatly impressed with Scarpa’s sculptural approach to detailing 
and form, and especially his use of materials. Singer says, “I see, for example, that a built 
element of Scarpa’s doesn’t just get lifted up, it has to demonstrate getting lifted. His work 
describes a process of becoming.” Every decision reinforces a meaning and his material 
choices support those meanings. “Yes, I can see that I’ve used very similar strategies in my 
work.” 98 “It was a wonderful surprise seeing Scarpa’s architecture because it reinforced a 
shared sensibility that actually predates my seeing Scarpa buildings and gardens. I’m so 
thankful to Michael McKinnell for making this connection at that time. It gave me the 
confidence to see my sculpture as a threshold opening to a new world of possibilities that 
included architecture. And here’s another interesting coincidence I learned about - even 
though he designed many buildings Scarpa was not considered an architect among his 
peers. He was defined as a designer.” 99 He has created designs for landscapes, gardens and 
buildings. Most of them are located in Veneto. He is renowned for always integrating his 
architecture into the surroundings and takes particular care to reflect the locality’s differ-
ent historical layers in his special interpretations.

Regarding Singer’s selection and production of his building materials, he has always 
“utilized a select group of stone, metal and wood suppliers and craftspeople who know” 
his “fabrication processes and expectations intimately.”100 His architecture, like his sculp-
ture, is detail oriented. His material choices are closely aligned with what is locally avail-
able to his studio in the rural environment of Vermont. Of course if one of his projects is 
located in a different environment and climate his material choices will reflect this. It is 
indeed this characteristic that also distinguishes Scarpa’s buildings that are known for be-
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ing “rooted in a sensuous material imagination.” Scarpa is also, like Singer, influenced by 
traditional Japanese architecture, in particular the Sukiya style in which the fundamental 
medium of expression is space. Added to this, as Teiji Itoh remarks, the Sukiya style con-
notes “a world of associations with buildings in which the ancient and traditional fond-
ness for natural materials, simplicity and closeness to nature dominates every detail of 
composition.”101 It is these impressive effects from the detailing and materials that Scarpa 
and Singer use, each in their way, that creates the aesthetic of their individual architecture.

Several of these characteristics can be seen in the house that Singer built for the author 
J. Parker Huber, mentioned above (fig. 33). Huber attended a lecture Singer gave on his 
sculpture, approached him after the lecture and said directly, “I have a small property 
in town and you are the person who I believe can create my place of inspiration. I need 
very little,” Huber continued, “a place to sleep, to clean myself, to prepare some food, to 
be inspired to write, but mostly I need this small property to feel like I’m in a retreat, to 
provide the peace and solitude I need to live and feel my work is in harmony with the life 
around me”– Huber House.” 102 

The first time Singer visited the site where the house was to be built he could envi-
sion the strategies that would address his client’s challenges.  Also at that time Singer was 
in the midst of working on his sculpture Ritual Series/Retellings 1999-2010 (fig. 10). He 
was fascinated with how the enclosure of walls that separate the viewer, yet help focus 
attention on the interior space of the sculpture, became a guide to his thinking about the 
home. The unique textures and insets on the hand-cast concrete pieces Singer used for 
the base and stepped platforms of the sculpture, as well as the “mysterious box” in the 
forefront of the sculpture, were specifically the inspiration for his design of the front fa-
çade and roof of the Huber house. Looking at Ritual Series/Retellings 1999-2010 (fig. 10) 
it is also clear that many of the details and forms of this sculpture have found their way 
into the Huber house walls, windows and floors.103 

It is important to note that one year after Singer had completed the house, he was 
still working on the sculpture that inspired it. For him, art is slower than architecture. 
He has always taken considerable time to make changes in his sculptures, nurturing his 
decisions and discoveries for many years after beginning a piece, often not completing 
it for ten or more years. He considers these unfinished sculptures that are situated in his 
Vermont studio a constant inspiration to his ongoing process of making art, as well as an 
inspiration for his many projects beyond the studio. Eventually he arrives at what he calls, 
“completion that always opens the questions to be addressed in a new work.” His house 
for Parker J. Huber is, like Scarpa’s designs, “a process of becoming.” 

“This 1,500-square-foot house” Clifford A. Pearson writes “is a straightforward 
structure with wood trusses engineered to support snow loads on what is essentially a 
flat roof.”104 Again, the artistic and the functional are knit together in a well-functioning, 
but discrete way. “From the very beginning”, says Singer, “I saw the front of the house as 
a screen to the street”. 105 Precisely, it is a screen that has a richly patterned wooden trel-
lis covering the entry façade, creating a barrier between the neighborhood and private 
area. Viewed from the street this screen provokes passersby to wonder about the mystery 
of what lies beyond it. The various planted vines have now grown and are selectively 
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attached to the cedar trellis, appearing as a green wall. There is harmonious integration 
of the exterior and interior spaces. The fireplace and chimney are, again, examples of 
sculptural details and materials. It is also functional, “Like Singer’s sculptures”, comments 
Clifford A. Pearson, “the chimney is made of concrete panels cast on such surfaces as an 
old wood floor, sheets of Masonite, and panes of glass, and is inlaid with strips of cop-
per and copper-leafed pieces of carved wood.” 106The mass of this chimney also assists 
with heating and cooling the house, and provides the environmental benefits of passively 
maintaining the warmth of the home in the winter as well as keeping it cool in the sum-
mer. This greatly reduces the use of the furnace and eliminates a need for air conditioning. 

The small and large windows in the house are positioned so they catch the ever-
changing patterns of light that move across the landscape from morning through sunset, 
filling the space with natural illumination that minimizes electricity use. Many of these 
windows are situated to capture the views of the Connecticut River and Mount Wantasti-
quet while also providing views onto the beauty of Singer’s natural landscape design. The 
many planted trees and shaped earth mounds in front of the house are positioned in such 
a way that the landscape seems as if it might have been formed naturally. Once inside the 
house, experiencing these views and the natural light, it is difficult to remember that this 
is only a small property within a neighborhood that is a few blocks from the Town center. 
Singer has succeeded altogether in building a house, says Huber, which “helps connect 
me to this place.”107 

With the Cohen/Collins Residence in Northampton, Massachusetts (2007) (fig. 34) 
Singer has again created powerful interactions resulting in a harmony between the vi-
tal systems critical for living in the structure, its aesthetic forms, its layout, and its sur-
rounding site. Singer set specific environmental goals for the project including energy 
efficiency. Large windows and roof overhangs are designed to allow light exposure to take 
advantage of the full sunlight in winter and shade in summer. Non-toxic building materi-
als are used throughout and a non-invasive naturalized landscape needing no irrigation 
has been established to replace the usual mowed lawns of the neighborhood. 

The site is located in a neighborhood on a ridge overlooking the Mill River with spec-
tacular views of the distant mountains. The structure is partially cantilevered over the 
hillside and partially built on an existing old foundation. Singer and his team have cre-
ated a dynamic spatial experience using both straight and sloping walls with projecting 
windows opening onto outdoor decks with views of the distant hills and mountains. The 
house is a combination of steel and wood construction designed around a central gallery 
spine that serves as a passageway extending from the house entry to the deck on the first 
floor. A central corridor upstairs overlooks the treetops. The exterior facades are united 
with a pattern of natural wood siding and cement board panels. Each of the façades ad-
dresses a different function and therefore each has distinct design features that allow 
entry, provide privacy and admit light and air to the interior. The house is an expression 
of movement. “Architecturally I am interested,” says Singer “in how people move through 
space, as well as the power architecture has in bringing meaning to a site.”108 Created for 
his clients, this home is a unique design providing comfortable shelter. It also connects 
them intimately with the surrounding nature while also demonstrating the regenerative 
strategies of sustainable living.
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33. J. Parker Huber House. 
1998. Brattleboro, Vermont. 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio.

34. Cohen-Collins Residence. 
2007. Northampton, Massachusetts. 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio. 
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In 1996 Michael Singer was selected to provide a master plan for the expansion and re-
configuration of the EcoTarium (New England Science Center) (1996-2000). The master 
plan resulted in a project for the design and construction of the programs identified in 
Singer’s master plan. Singer formed a team with Ken Radtkey, Yianni Doulis and Brook 
Muller of Blackbird Architects to design the renovation and new facilities

Again, in the extensive planning, design and landscape project the Singer team, in 
numerous ways, interconnected the relationships between sculpture and landscape, eco-
logical design and engineering. When the new director of this institution, Laura Myers, 
initiated the master plan and design process in 1996, it was decided the project should 
primarily reflect the new mission of the institution; environmental education and pro-
viding the public with an understanding of the role of ecology and natural systems in our 
lives. The director believed that this change in the institution’s profile would necessitate 
alterations and extensions to the buildings. She therefore asked Singer to work closely 
with his team to provide a site and facilities master plan that could engage the visitors in 
an educational experience as well as the ecological principles that characterize the insti-
tute’s work. One unique program of the institute is its partnership with Tufts University 
Veterinary School. Wild animals that have been injured in the New England area and 
cannot be released are given a home at the EcoTarium. The Singer team designed special 
habitats for these animals, areas that can be viewed by the public. Singer designed, among 
several architectural and landscape features, the large central courtyard viewed from the 
main exhibition and education building. A new large glass wall that is engineered so it 
is uninterrupted by mullions or framing provides views of the courtyard and vistas of 
the hills and forest beyond, bringing the outside inside and also filling the interiors with 
natural light. The “Emerging Garden” and “Four Season Water Wall” are the focus of 
the central courtyard (fig. 35). The garden at one season is in summer bloom and in the 
winter season it embraces the snow and ice. The summer season’s water wall gently flow-
ing down its patterned grid in winter becomes an impressive ice sculpture. “In winter”, 
says Singer “the garden and water wall are transformed by the forming and melting of 
ice. This freezing and melting ice wall changes shape and appears different throughout 
each day.” (Fig. 36). The ice and water wall is 4.25 meters high and 12 meters long. In the 
summer the water’s mist serves as a cooling element adding the natural sounds of flow-
ing water into the courtyard garden.”109 The vegetation in the “The Emerging Garden” 
is set below the grade and appears to mysteriously sprout from the ground. It seems to 
continue to invade the space, much like a challenge between nature and the building. This 
oval garden and waterwall again demonstrates Singer’s use of natural systems for both 
artistic and climate-improving ends. 

The design of the nature trails, parking areas, large meadows of native wildflowers 
and reconstructed wetlands of this 24-hectare site are all expressive of the main build-
ing’s exhibition programs and create an intersection of the built and the natural environ-
ment. Added to this, Clifford A. Pearson writes that “Mr. Singer’s designs reinforced the 
idea of turning the museum into an urban eco–system.”110 Singer, collaborating with the 
EcoTarium staff, demonstrates the many ways “the public space has a responsibility to 
educate and to encourage the visitor, to bring ideas into their own environment.”111 He 
“showed us how this building could express the dynamic interaction between people and 
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35. EcoTarium. (New England 
Science Center). 
1996. Worcester, Massachusetts. 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio.
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their environment.”112 The architect Ken Radtkey, who worked closely with Singer on 
the EcoTarium, has emphasized that this project is an excellent example of how “Michael 
Singer brings his own perspective and an artist’s sensitivity to place-making, the environ-
ment and culture.” Further, he “turned the building, and everyone’s thinking, around.”113 

In 2006 Singer was given an opportunity to bring his perspective to large shopping 
center developments in the U.S when he was asked by Whole Foods Market to offer al-
ternatives to the dull, generic formulaic designs of these environmentally and culturally 
destructive places. At that time Whole Foods Market, a unique and very successful organic 
foods grocer, was experiencing a demand by developers to locate their large stores in 
shopping centers throughout the U.S. Wanting to promote their “Whole Planet Green 
Mission”, which emphasizes that their vision reaches far beyond just being a retailer, the 
company asked Singer how their stores could become a model and catalyst for dem-
onstrating and encouraging environmental awareness. They asked how responsible de-
velopment could benefit and enhance public space. They challenged the Singer team to 
explore how to aesthetically and environmentally design site-specific stores that reflect 
the special qualities of their communities and regions. In response the Singer team cre-
ated a comprehensive study titled “Outside the Box, Whole Foods Market Alternative Site 
Planning and Environmental Design”. The successful outcome of this report led Kelly 
Mills, the Regional Executive Coordinator for Whole Foods Market to have Singer design 
several of their stores for their Florida region.

“Let’s face it”, says Singer, “a long time ago, someone told corporations, like Wal-Mart 
and Home Depot, that the way you brand yourself is to look the same wherever you go 
- same building, same signage, same parking lot.” And, emphasizes Singer, “we helped 
them realize it’s exactly opposite for the design of their stores. Their distinction is to be 
a different and a vital part of each community they serve.” Therefore, Singer has helped 
each of the different Whole Foods Markets to have an individual profile. For Whole Foods 
Market he has now designed six of their new stores in Florida.

Singer points out that in the U.S. people take land for granted and don’t recognize 
how really precious it is. “The land is more important than asphalt,” he says. “So what if 
we moved the cars underground, or on the roof? In the Orlando shopping center, with 
the land, we [proposed] community gardens,”114 instead of the expected hectares of sur-
face parking. His buildings for Whole Foods Market respond to the direction of the sun 
and wind at their sites and often have “living walls” with flowering vines, ponds that filter 
the surface storm water, and landscapes of native plants to encourage bird and butterfly 
habitat. There are many trees with big canopies providing shade as well as helping to 
filter car exhaust for cleaner air. Singer Studio’s Whole Foods Market Jacksonville (2008) 
(fig. 37) is a clear example of how a shopping center is transformed into an aesthetically 
impressive and a fully functional site responding to its environment and its community 
in a productive, sympathetic and regenerative manner.

In the catalogue A Closer look at Sustainable visions and projects of Danish Architects 
and Engineers. Building Sustainable Communities (2010), William McDonough has writ-
ten the following suggestions for architects: “Architects and engineers should constant-
ly question their own intention and view their designs in the context of a regenerative 
world. They have a responsibility to make sure that materials are safe and healthy, that 
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36. Water and Ice Wall at the 
EcoTarium. 
1996.Worceter, Massachusetts. 
Designed and built by Michael 
Singer Studio.

(next spread)
37. Whole Foods Market. 
2008. Jacksonville, Florida. 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio. 
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they can be put into cycles. This might change the design of buildings.”115 It is just such 
a change that the Singer team has so exemplarily achieved in their inventive architecture, 
infrastructure and planning. 

“For his large-scale urban project the West Palm Beach Waterfront Commons. (2004-
2010). (Fig. 38) Singer has innovatively tackled the special interests of politicians, the di-
verse needs and desires of a community, the realities of public funding and approvals, as 
well as local business interests. Accomplishing this involves many players collaboratively 
addressing urban planning, aesthetic design, civil engineering, economics, and ecologi-
cal concerns. Singer led this process working closely with his studio colleagues and their 
multi-disciplinary team of innovators. This has resulted in a vision that is specific and 
unique to this waterfront area, giving new life to the place and to the surrounding com-
munities. In this comprehensive and promising project one can see that Singer wants not 
only to respect and protect nature, but also to use natural wind patterns and dense veg-
etation to actively help the city to reduce its problems of overheating and air pollution, to 
provide natural landscape systems that can filter storm water pollution, and to meet the 
community’s needs for both active and passive green space. He has in particular posed 
himself and his colleagues the following questions. How can the waterfront located in 
this urban community also provide feelings of refuge, privacy, and contemplative experi-
ences while still feeling safe? How can this urban site be more integrated with the natural 
world? His team’s answers are that this new, incomparable civic space revitalizes the City’s 
downtown and restores the natural beauty of West Palm Beach with a Common Park, 
Water Gardens, a Landing Esplanade, as well as an environmentally innovative Living 
Dock, boat piers and South Cove Regeneration Project.”116 

Together with his colleagues Singer has again brought nature to urbanity. In this 
project the concerns are, in particular, “the Florida environment” which, explains Singer 
“is unique and presents special challenges: the prevailing easterly winds, the light, the 
lack of elevation and the indigenous flora and fauna”.117 Jan Engoren remarks that Singer 
”converted the concrete roadway and seawall into a green, pedestrian-friendly, one-mile 
expanse of modern design bursting with indigenous flora, such as salt palmetto, begon-
ias, firecrackers, Royal Poincianas, gumbo-limbos and 10 species of palms.” 118 He has 
transformed the site to a beautiful, revitalized city park. It encourages and reflects the 
natural Florida environment.

Among the highlights of the project is the Living Dock (fig. 43) that extends the city 
street promenade out onto the water. This central floating dock is large enough to func-
tion for public events and provides numerous shaded seating areas. The dock also func-
tions as a living system that filters and cleans the intra coastal waterway through small 
habitat pockets within the human-made estuarine structure. One of the most innovative 
elements is a visible oyster reef that is constructed and set into the dock along with several 
planters containing mangroves and spartina grasses with their roots growing into the 
water under the docks.

“Singer and his team worked closely with the Department of Environmental Resource 
Management to design a unique urban environmental regeneration project for the South 
Cove area of the waterfront project. This 4-hectare project fills in a large dredge-hole in 
the intra coastal waterway that has, since the 1960’s, been a detriment to the water quality. 
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This hole dates back to the time when dredge material was used as road fill. The South 
Cove project first involves filling in this hole in the waterway and then creating man-
made reef islands that are vegetated with native water plantings and oyster beds.  These 
reef islands provide water filtration, generate habitat for fish and bird life and promote 
the growth of beneficial sea grasses. The project includes an elevated educational board-
walk that provides access to see the reefs. The boardwalk will have educational materials 
to help the public understand this large urban ecosystem renewal located in the city’s 
downtown.” 119

The regenerated and transformed Waterfront, which was officially opened in 2010, 
now exists as a large urban paradise. “In many ways our new design”, says Singer, “recog-
nized the beauty of embracing the past, when this actually was a natural area, to realize 
the future.” The biggest challenge for Singer and his colleagues has been “making people 
aware of Florida’s unique bio-diversity, the benefits of cultivating native plants, recycling 
water and learning to live in harmony with nature.” 120They have to a great degree suc-
ceeded in resolving this challenge. Both Mayor Lois Frankel and the local citizens have 
expressed great satisfaction with the project: “We are fortunate to have artist and designer 
Michael Singer’s many special elements for our new Waterfront Park. Michael with the 
planners, engineers and landscape designers has provided us with an active and vibrant 
downtown waterfront that will distinguish our city as a world-class destination. This vi-
sionary collaboration has resulted in the design of an incomparable sensitive waterfront 
and public gathering place that will become our City Commons.” Singer has along with 
his team succeeded in transforming a typical 1960’s auto-centric waterfront to what he 
calls a “dynamic new civic place” and a “contemporary urban regeneration” project. 

The general objectives that have characterized Singer’s West Palm Beach Downtown 
Waterfront correspond in many ways to those of the new Nordic projects, which were 
shown in the exhibition Man Made Environment. Nordic Scopes (2010). It was presented 
in Scandinavian centers for architecture and museums, including the Danish Architec-
ture Centre in Copenhagen. The objectives for these projects are to inspire better mod-
els for future urban policy. Kerstin Wikstrøm and Matti Lucie Arentz demonstrate that 
landscape architecture is “about so much more than aesthetics. Used strategically, it can 
supply sustainable solutions, promote health and improve living conditions for people 
in both rural and urban areas.”121 There are also parallels between Singer’s objectives 
and those that characterize the very large-scale projects that are presented in the cata-
logue for the exhibition Co-Evolution – Danish/Chinese Collaboration on Sustainable 
Urban Development in China (2006). This exhibition was shown at Venice Biennale, 
10th International Architecture Exhibition 2006, 2nd Architectural Biennale Beijing and 
Danish Architecture Centre, Copenhagen. The team of curators wrote about the four 
large city–plans that had been created by Danish and Chinese architects: “The creation 
of sustainable urban development not only requires new technologies, but also new 
policies which integrate economic, environmental, social and cultural concerns, and 
which take into consideration individual and local conditions.”122 It is indeed just such 
an objective that the Singer team has realized in their urban landscapes, infrastructure 
and city planning. They have accomplished this in their own individual way and with 
Singer’s own special artistic sensibilities for more than 20 years.

new forms of architecture, urban landscapes and planning

(next spread)
38. West Palm Beach Waterfront 
Commons. Aerial View. 
2004-2010. Designed by Michael 
Singer Studio. 
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singer studio’s 
 own descriptions of the projects

ATRIA GARDENS, BECTON DICKINSON CORPORATION
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, 1986 (fig. 20).  

The Becton Dickinson Corporation commissioned Michael Singer to design and install 
sculpture and gardens in two interior atrium spaces at the new corporate headquarters Ex-
ecutive Building in Franklin Lakes, New Jersey. The building architect is Kallman, McKin-
nell and Wood. Upon entering the building there is a view of the central atrium’s garden 
space and water channel. Within this garden Singer placed several excavated shapes below 
the grade of the garden surface and around the fountain and water channel. These excavated 
areas contain different configurations of stone and wood forms. The garden may be viewed 
from the adjacent dining hall as well as from offices and walkways on the upper levels. The 
many viewpoints reveal different forms within the underground chambers. In the second 
atrium, which faces an outdoor courtyard, Singer placed a wood and stone sculpture, an 
etched copper tablet and a quarry cart. The elements of the sculpture and etched copper 
plate reflect the larger forms seen in the first atrium. The project won an AIA Gold Award.

Artist: Michael Singer. Project Manager: Bob Hannum. Project Builders: Neel Webber, 

Sandra Donovan, Bill Grady, and Michael Byran Brown. Becton Dickinson Curator: Mary Lanier.

COURTYARD GARDEN, BECTON DICKINSON CORP.
Franklin Lakes, New Jersey, 1986 (fig. 39). 

In 1986, the Becton Dickinson Corporation commissioned Michael Singer to design 
gardens in two interior atrium spaces at their new corporate headquarters. The building 
architect is Kallman, McKinnell and Wood. The Corporation expanded this facility to in-
clude a new Center for Research and Development in 1990, and Singer was asked to design 
the large exterior courtyard. The project includes a large garden with sculptural elements 
referring to Singer’s 1986 work for the interior atrium spaces in the corporate headquar-
ters building. Upon entering the Research Building, there is a view of the large courtyard 
space framed by the east and west wings of the building, opening to the north view of the 
surrounding woodlands. The land slopes downhill towards the north. Singer designed 
several low stone retaining walls around terraces stepping down towards the wooded area. 
There are sculptural elements both below and above the ground level of the terraces, as 
well as water pools supplied by a channel adjacent to the garden pathway. The water in 
this channel collects in the lowest pool where it gently falls into a cistern returning to the 
upper-most terrace water feature. The large courtyard is viewed from offices on the upper 
floors surrounding it, revealing the overall garden and details of the sculptural elements.

Artist: Michael Singer. Project Managers: Sterling McMurrin, Jim Winters. Project Builders: David Hyman, 

Zach Kron, Matt Anders, Dan Snow, Sandra Donovan, Raimondi Horticultural. Becton Dickinson Curator: 

Mary Lanier.
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WOODLAND GARDEN 
Wellesley College, 1990-1992 (fig.21). 

The distinctive landscape of Wellesley College inspired this collaboration between Mi-
chael Singer and architect, Michael McKinnell. The two-acre site on the extensive, beauti-
fully landscaped campus is located along a pathway that winds through a wooded area 
on one side of Lake Waban. The journey through the landscape is part of the experience 
of this permanently sited work, offering an alternative approach to traditional notions of 
public art, which is usually placed in an urban context. Singer and McKinnell defined the 
site with low stone walls that serve as both threshold and boundary referring to the aban-
doned stonewalls and foundations found throughout New England’s reforested woods. 
The sculptural element is sited in a hollow between two small hills in the landscape. Low 
split-stone slabs and a cut capstone rise two feet above the ground plane and define the 
upper edge of a chamber that extends four feet below the ground. It contains layers of cut 
granite and cast bronze. Over one hundred planted indigenous silver beech and red maple 
trees, along with wild blueberry and ferns, blend into the existing woodland flora. The 
project was sponsored by the National Endowment for the Arts, LEF Foundation, Davis 
Museum and Cultural Center, and the Massachusetts Council on the Arts.

Artist: Michael Singer. Architect: Michael McKinnell. Davis Museum and Cultural Center Director: Susan 

Taylor. Project Managers: Sterling McMurrin, Alan Chapman, Bob Hannum

singer studio’s own descriptions of the projects

39. Courtyard Garden, Becton 
Dickinson Corporation. 
1990. Franklin Lakes, New Jersey. 
Designed and built by Michael 
Singer Studio.
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MEMORIAL GARDEN 
Stuttgart, Germany, 1992 (fig.22).   

The city of Stuttgart commissioned Michael Singer to design and construct a one-acre 
garden within a large city park. At the selected site two small streams converge, augmented 
by three wells designed by Singer. Two distinct spaces define a shaded area and one open-
ing to the light. Water can be heard moving through both spaces in concealed troughs. The 
water collects in quiet pools, revealing forms and containers below the surface. Materials 
for the sculptural elements and garden include granite, stone, precast concrete, bronze and 
indigenous planting. An old apple orchard that was restored as part of the garden design 
surrounds the site. A poem found in 1945 among messages on a ghetto wall in Warsaw and 
written by Nachman of Breslow, circa 1800, is inscribed in a granite tablet in the memorial 
garden: “The world in its entirety is a narrow bridge, the main thing is not to be afraid.”

Artist: Michael Singer. Design team: Sterling McMurrin, Luz and Partner. Project Manager: David Hyman

CONTEMPLATIVE GARDEN AND SHELTER
La Jolla, California, 1990 (fig. 23).  

For a private residential site in La Jolla, California, Michael Singer was commissioned 
to design and construct a sculpture, pavilion, pathway and plantings. A pathway leads 
to the top of the hill where the shelter provides a place for viewing a stone and bronze 
sculpture and the ocean. The shelter walls are redwood trellises planted with vines. Trans-
parent glass panels and planters form the roof. A swing bench hangs from brass straps 
attached to the beams. The site for the granite and bronze sculpture is cut into the hillside 
and retained by a redwood wall containing planter pockets. Mesquite trees grow along 
the pathway and around the pavilion.

Artist: Michael Singer. Project Managers: Sterling McMurrin and Rick Epstein. Builders: Alan Chapman, Bob 

Hannum, and Paul Tuller.

SANGAM RITUAL SERIES 2001. 
Conway, Massachusetts (fig. 24). 

TREE PAVILION 2004. 
Conway Massachussetts (fig. 40). 

Former Smith College President Jill Ker Conway commissioned Michael Singer to 
create an outdoor sculpture for her property in Conway, Massachusetts.  This distinctive 
site is a terraced woodland lot with mature pine trees and small ponds at two levels of 
the site. Singer created a curved stone retaining wall at the uppermost terrace as a way to 
unite the garden. The base of the retaining wall forms a platform for Sangam Ritual Series 
that is granite, bronze and pre-cast concrete sculpture. 

Adjacent to the site was a former writing studio for Ms. Conway overlooking the 
sculpture and ponds. The studio was removed in 2003 and replaced with the Tree Pavil-
ion, a spare contemplative shelter 14’ x 16’ with a planted roof and stone walkways. The 
pavilion has built-in furniture and panels of opening screens. 
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Artist / Designer: Michael Singer. Project Manager: David Loomis. Builders: David Loomis, Peter 

Vandertuin, Eric Slayton, Rob Gurrina, Bob Hannum. Stone Walls: Luis Pagano. Drafting: John Guminak, 

Jason Bregman.

GARDEN SCULPTURE 
US Embassy, Athens, Greece, 2007 (fig. 25). 

The Foundation for Art and Preservation in Embassies (FAPE) is a private organiza-
tion dedicated to placing American art in US embassies throughout the world. In 2005 
FAPE selected Michael Singer to provide an entry garden sculpture for the American 
Embassy in Athens. A new building addition design by Kalman, McKinnell and Wood 
Architects is adjacent to the existing Embassy Building designed by Walter Gropius. The 
entry garden, located between the buildings, is viewed from the new building, its terrace, 
and from above on the entry bridge. The sculpture is a 70’ long marble and pre-cast con-
crete platform-like structure emerging from below grade at one end and rising three feet 
from the ground level at the other end.This sloping platform is planted, has water slowly 
coursing over its surfaces, and provides seating. The sculpture is placed in a grid of olive 
trees and lavender hedges.

Artist/Designer: Michael Singer . Engineering: Calen Colby, Daniel J. O’Wril, H. Todd Lackey, and Mercer 

Bonney at Oest Associates Inc. FAPE Project Manger: Jennifer Duncan. Design and Drafting: John Guminak 

and Jason Bregman. Fabrication and Installation: Al Chapman, Bob Hanum, Daniel J. O’Wril, Paul Eliot, 

and Sean Springer. Foundation Fabrication: Thomas A. Weber OBO Athens Project Director and J.A. Jones 

International. 
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40. Tree Pavilion. 2004 and 
Sangam Ritual Series. 2001, 
Conway, Massachusetts. Designed 
and built by Michael Singer Studio. 
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CONCOURSE C, DENVER INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT
Colorado, 1994 (fig. 26).  

Michael Singer’s work for Concourse C, Denver International Airport, includes the 
design of a 5,000-square-foot interior garden with sculptural and architectural elements 
as well as a 7,000-square-foot inlaid granite stone pattern drawing for the floor below. 
The materials for the garden level include wood, stone, individually cast concrete panels 
and plant materials. The garden is visible from the floor above and the floor below, built 
between the two trafficked levels of the airport concourse. The walls of the garden space 
are fifteen feet high and constructed at an angle. Specially selected vines climb and weave 
through the patinated walls and over the ground plane and sculptural elements. Water 
from the irrigation system also wets the surfaces of the sculptural elements. Bird feeders 
are set into the trellis and help maintain the garden as a habitat for small birds.

Artist: Michael Singer. Design Team: Sterling McMurrin and McCaren Design Project Managers: Karol 

Kawaky and David Hyman.

ALTERRA INSTITUTE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH
IBN-DLO Wageningen, Netherlands, 1999 (fig. 27).  

The Alterra Institute and the Dutch government invited Michael Singer to collaborate 
on the design of the exterior and interior gardens for its new headquarters in Wageningen. 
Singer worked closely with architect Behnisch and Partner and landscape architect Copijn 
Tuin en Landschaps Architecten on this state of the art “green” building. The gardens func-
tion as the “lungs and kidneys” of the building, cleaning air and gray water as well as pro-
viding comfortable climate control without air-conditioning. Water is first diverted to an 
outdoor constructed wetland and pond. From that point it is piped into the first atrium 
garden pool next to the building’s library. This pool contains fish and plantings that ab-
sorb toxins. From the library pool the water is sent to the second atrium water feature 
for its final cleaning. This pool has a shallow-patterned concrete plate with water plants 
growing on its surface. The water drips into a deep cistern for storage and recycling in the 
building’s irrigation system. Singer’s design also provides research and experimentation 
sites, within the garden, for some of the environmental scientists working for the institute.

Artist: Michael Singer. Design Team: Ken Radtkey and Brook Muller. Project Manager: David Loomis. 

Builders: Craig Maldonado, Matt Anders, Dennis Callahan, and David Hyman. Architect: Behnisch and 

Partner. Landscape Architect: Copijn Tuin en Landschaps Architecten. Netherlands Representative: Etienne 

Schoenmackers.

SOLID WASTE TRANSFER AND RECYCLING CENTER
Phoenix, Arizona, 1989–1993 (fig. 28).   

Michael Singer and Linnea Glatt were hired as artists by the Phoenix Arts Com-
mission and the Department of Public Works to provide the architectural concept de-
sign for the 27th Avenue Solid Waste Transfer and Recycling Center, a twenty-five acre, 
100,000-square-foot, $18 million facility for the transfer and recycling of garbage. The 
artists were asked to design the site plan, landscape, architecture and structure for the 
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facility. Singer and Glatt formed a design team with Sterling McMurrin and Richard Ep-
stein, architectural consultants. During construction of the facility, Singer and Glatt were 
represented by architect Dino Sakellar to insure that the team’s design remained intact. 
The engineering firm Black and Veatch, Inc. addressed technical concerns and were re-
sponsible for the construction drawings and the construction administration. 

Singer and Glatt’s design invites public involvement and understanding of recycling 
and waste issues in an infrastructure facility that would normally be closed to the public. 
Traditional designs of solid waste facilities promote expediency and a non-distinct design 
whose goal is to conceal the facility. In contrast, the Singer and Glatt design reveals the 
process of recycling as well as other issues related to disposal of garbage. The concepts of 
renewal and transformation are integral to all elements of the design: buildings, roads, 
landscape, water, and wildlife habitat. 

Artists/Designers: Michael Singer and Linnea Glatt. Design Team: Sterling McMurrin, Richard Epstein, 

and Dino Sakellar. Engineers: Black and Veatch, Inc. Project Managers: Gretchen Freeman, Phoenix Arts 

Commission and Ron Jensen, Director, Phoenix Department of Public Works.

GRAND RAPIDS RIVERWALK FLOODWALL
Grand Rapids, Michigan, 1988-1995 (fig. 30).  

The city of Grand Rapids invited Michael Singer to propose a public artwork in a site 
of his choice within the city. Singer chose 600 feet of riverbank between the Pedestrian 
Bridge and Fulton Street as an alternative to an Army Corps of Engineers’ proposal for 
a sheer concrete floodwall and destruction of the old cottonwood trees along the bank. 
With the aid of Varusian Hagopian, Sasaki Associates’ Civil Engineer, and the City Plan-
ner, Steve Pierpoint, Singer was able to realize a reclamation, preservation and sculptural 
project that focus citizen attention on a natural and historic place central to Grand Rap-
ids. A 300-foot granite sculptural element functions as a floodwall and fully accessible 
walkway to the river’s edge. The sculptural floodwall is reminiscent of stone foundations 
from an earlier time, emerging through the steep side of the riverbank. Indigenous plant-
ings as well as the patina of the stone encourage associations with the past. The Riverwalk 
Floodwall became the precedent for further development of the river’s edge and walk-
ways in Grand Rapids.

Artist: Michael Singer. Project Manager: Sterling McMurrin. Engineering and Landscape Architecture: 

Varusian Hagopian and David Mittelstadt, both at Sasaki Associates, Inc. Grand Rapids Citizen Committee: 

Martin Packard and Margaret Bradshaw. Grand Rapids Liaison: Steve Pierpoint. Construction: 

Owen-Ames-Kimball.

TGE: COGENERATION POWER FACILITY
Greenpoint, New York, 2002 (fig. 31). 

Trans Gas Energy asked Michael Singer to work with Stephan Solzhenitsyn of TRC 
Environmental Corp., at an early stage, on the planning of a new cogeneration gas fired 
power facility in Greenpoint, Brooklyn. Singer began his process by bringing together 
outstanding professionals in design, engineering and the social sciences. The team is com-
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prised of Marcus Springer from Cannon Design, Calen Colby a power facility engineer 
at Oest Associates, William Reed, an architect who specializes in natural systems analysis, 
Jaimie Cloud, the director of the Sustainability Education Center, John Guminak and 
Trevor Lee for drafting, and Nancy Rutledge Connery, an infrastructure policy advisor.

The Singer team goal was to bring the state-of-the-art engineering design found in-
side the power plant to the architectural structure and exterior site. The team investiga-
tion centered on the question: can there by a close relationship between a Power Plant 
and its surrounding community a communion between functional needs and environ-
ment, natural systems and exciting design? The Singer Team’s work revealed many excit-
ing possibilities using several of the systems of the facility, integrating them into design 
and programs that are feasible and functional. The conceptual design demonstrates how 
the buildings and site of the facility can become an armature for an “Urban Regenera-
tive Network,” including habitat creation, education, recreation, water preservation and 
growth of conservation plant material.

Trans Gas Energy included this design as part of their Article 10 application to the New 
York State Public Service Board in 2003.

MARINE TRANSFER STATION
Manhattan, New York, 2004 (fig. 32).
In 2004 the New York City office of Environmental Defense asked Michael Singer to inves-
tigate ways a solid waste transfer facility on the city’s waterfront could become an amen-
ity to surrounding communities instead of blighted places with negative by-products of 
traffic congestion and air pollution.  Mayor Bloomberg’s Solid Waste Management Plan 
proposes establishing a network of Marine Transfer Stations that must pass the scrutiny 
of community boards and the city council. Singer’s investigation revealed many strategies 
to transform an urban industrial waste transfer site into a place that is integral to its sur-
rounding community in both function and form. The Phoenix, Arizona 27th Ave. Solid 
Waste Management Recycling Center co-designed by Singer in 1993 serves as a precedent 
affirming such strategies are possible.

Every aspect of the proposed Marine Transfer Station - walls, roofs, and interior 
spaces - supports its function.  Water collected on the road and roof surfaces is stored in 
wall cavities for cleaning the garbage trucks and facility.  Plantings along the walls and on 
the roof treat wastewater, remove odors through air-to-soil filtration and offer a flyway 
habitat stop for migrating birds.  Solar photovoltaic panels generate power and reduce 
the facility’s energy load.

The land adjoining the Marine Transfer Station could be transformed into a spacious 
waterfront park and gardens for pubic enjoyment.  Some of the ample interior space could 
be used for community activities, educational programs and offices for local organiza-
tions.

Artist/Designer: Michael Singer. Project Team: Peter Nobile, architect (SBRA), Calen Colby, engineer (Oest 

Associates), John Guminak, designer, Trevor Lee, designer, Michael Fishman, urban design. Environmental 

Defense: Andy Darrel and Ramon Cruz, Project Directors.
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J. PARKER HUBER HOUSE
Brattleboro, Vermont, 1998 (fig. 33).  

Writer, J. Parker Huber, commissioned Michael Singer to design a private residence 
for a one-half acre site overlooking the Connecticut River in Brattleboro, Vermont. Singer 
formed a design team with Sterling McMurrin and builder Peter Vandertuin to design 
and build a 1,300-square-foot residence with energy efficiency, habitat restoration, and 
privacy as key design guidelines for the project. The site is located in a residential area. 
Precast concrete walls and a wooden trellis form the front of the house, screening it from 
the street. The back opens to the river views. The fifteen-foot-high living room is the 
center of the house, wrapped by a small bedroom, office and kitchen. (Fig. 41). Singer 
lowered the land in the back of the house to reveal the river. The earth from this excava-
tion was transferred to the front yard, creating twelve-foot-high, shaped earth mounds. 
Alongside the mounds, a grove of indigenous trees in the front yard provides a distinctive 
and private setting for the residence.

Artist/Designer: Michael Singer. Project Manager: Sterling McMurrin. Builder: Peter Vandertuin.

singer studio’s own descriptions of the projects

41. Interior view of Parker Huber 
House. 1998-2008. Brattleboro, 
Vermont. Designed and built by 
Michael Singer Studio. 
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COHEN-COLLINS RESIDENCE 
Northampton, Massachusetts, 2007 (fig. 34).

Michael Cohen and Chia Collins commissioned Michael Singer for the design of 
their private residence in Northampton, Massachusetts in 2005. The site is located in an 
in-town neighborhood located on a ridge overlooking the Mill River with spectacular 
views of the Holyoke Range. The design team included Aaron Kadoch as the Michael 
Singer Studio project manager, Calen Colby an engineer from Oest Associates, and Ste-
phen Greenwald of Renaissance Builders. The integrated design process included close 
work with Michael Cohen and Chia Collins. 

The 5,000 – square foot house is a combination of steel and wood construction de-
signed around a central gallery passageway spine extending from the entry to the south 
deck. The new structure is built on an existing foundation that has been modified to ac-
cept a cantilever over the hillside. Key guidelines for the project include energy efficiency 
(passive solar and geothermal heat exchange for heating and cooling), exposure to light 
and views, privacy, family oriented spaces, and naturalized landscaping.

Artist/Designer: Michael Singer. Architectural Design: Michael Singer and Aaron Kadoch. Project Management: 

Aaron Kadoch. Engineering: Calen Colby, Roy Spugnardi, and Mercer Bonney at Oest Associates Inc. 

Builders: Renaissance Builders. Construction Oversight: Myles Davis. Custom Built-in Elements: Al Chapman 

and Sean Springer. 

ECOTARIUM (NEW ENGLAND SCIENCE CENTER). 
Worcester, Massachusetts, 1996 (fig. 35). 

In 1996 Michael Singer was commissioned to provide a master plan for the expan-
sion and re-configuration of the New England Science Center now known as the Eco-
Tarium. The current facility was designed by Edward Durell Stone and built in 1968. The 
plan includes renovation of the existing building, new exhibitions, animal habitat exhibi-
tions, as well as new site planning for nature trails, parking areas, traffic circulation and 
reconstructed wetlands. The master plan resulted in an $18 million project for the design 
and construction of the programs identified in the master plan. The first phase of this 
project, $12 million, has been completed. The project was a feature article about Michael 
Singer’s work, appearing in the New York Times Sunday Arts Section.

Artist / Designer: Michael Singer. Project Manager: David Loomis. Architecture Team: Blackbird Architects, 

Karol Kawaky, Michael Singer. EcoTarium Director: Laura Myers. Programs and Exhibitions: Dolores Root. 

Architects of Record: Sasaki Associates. Water Exhibition: Matt Maleska. 

 

POND PAVILION 
Worcester, Massachusetts, 1999 (fig. 42).  

In 1996 Michael Singer formed a design team for the expansion and reconfiguration 
of the EcoTarium. (See previous description.) For the Center's lower pond, Singer invited 
architect Daniel Johnson to join him in the design of a pavilion which also functions as a 
small bridge across the pond outlet stream. The pavilion provides a scenic stopping point 
along the woodland trail. Vines have been planted to climb the columns and trellis, and 
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birds roost in the eaves. The pavilion site is interpreted by the EcoTarium as a place for 
visitors to contemplate the many types of human constructions that provide close con-
tact with natural environments. The open structure of the pavilion frames views onto the 
pond and into the woodlands. A semi-circular teak and steel bench is large enough for a 
school group to gather for special programs.

Artist/Designer: Michael Singer. Design Team: Daniel Johnson, Peter Vandertuin. Builders: Craig Maldonado, 

Matt Hughes. EcoTarium Director: Laura Myers. EcoTarium Director of Programs and Exhibitions: Dolores Root.

42. Pond Pavilion. 
1999. In EcoTarium. Worcester. 
Massachusetts. Designed and built 
by Michael Singer Studio.
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WHOLE FOODS MARKETS
Multiple Locations in Florida, 2005-2008 (fig. 37). 

Whole Foods Market engaged Michael Singer to address what are described as dull, 
disorienting, formulaic shopping center developments. The challenge put forth was to 
demonstrate how a shopping center could be distinctive, environmentally healthy and 
socially dynamic instead of being the catalyst for local resistance, NIMBY’s (not in my 
back yard) and LULU’s (locally undesirable land use).

Singer’s first work for the company resulted in “Outside the Box: Whole Foods Mar-
ket Alternative Site Planning and Environmental Design”. This guidelines document pre-
sents several scales of opportunities for any Whole Foods Market store to consider. Mi-
chael Singer then joined the Whole Foods Market development team to lead the concept 
designs for several planned Florida stores. The focus of these designs is on the interaction 
between the building and its site, landscape, circulation, aesthetic, natural systems, ener-
gy conservation, public spaces, and community programs. Because Whole Foods Market 
was able to control the design in Jacksonville, Florida, the Singer team was able to work 
with the company’s development team directly to realize an ideal project. 

The entire west entry façade is designed as an apparatus to capture the strong Florida 
sun and filter this natural light throughout the interior of the store. To accomplish this, 
large angled fin-like structures are placed along the west façade to intercept and reflect 
the light into the recessed tiered levels of glazing. This light capturing strategy reduces the 
heat gain and results in less energy used for mechanical systems cooling.   

Wrapping the south, west and north facades is a large curving canopy awning that 
protects the store entry and also shelters an outdoor café seating and garden area. The 
awning is punctured with skylights and vertical structural steel ladder beams covered 
with flowering vines. The facades also have large areas of steel cable trellis for a “living 
wall” of native vines that provide increased insulation, and provide habitat for birds and 
butterflies. 

There are several other environmental design aspects to the building. A rainwater 
cistern collects water from the roof and stores the water for irrigation. Naturalized reten-
tion ponds within the shopping center are planted with native species, providing habitat 
for avian wildlife, and filtering storm water. The site itself had been an existing shopping 
center, and its redevelopment prevents further sprawl and greenfield development. 

Artist / Designer: Michael Singer. Whole Foods Market Regional Construction Coordinator: Kelly Mills. 

Environmental Planning, Design, Renderings: Jason Bregman. Design Team Architects: Julio Sanchez and 

Oscar Gonzalez at SBLM Architects, Jonathan Fogelson, Aaron Kadoch, William Hoffman, Hernan 

Schlosman, and The Schimberg Group (interiors). Engineering: Calen Colby, Brian Beaulieu, Mercer 

Bonney, Jeff Walker and H. Todd Lackey at Oest Associates Inc. 

WEST PALM BEACH WATERFRONT COMMONS. 
West Palm Beach, Florida, 2004-2010 (fig. 38).

Michael Singer Studio with engineers CH2MHill were selected by West Palm Beach 
to lead the re-imaging process and design for a cohesive West Palm Beach Downtown 
Waterfront. Among the many special elements of this large urban project designed by 
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the Singer Studio is a new City Commons Park and event spaces, a Waterfront Living 
Dock, the Waterfront Pavilion which is a large exhibition and event space, a continuous 
8 km Waterfront Esplanade, seven specially designed Sculptural Water Elements, and the 
South Cove Ecological Regeneration Project which is a unique estuarine environmental 
area. 

West Palm Beach has developed into one of the most unique mid-size cities in the 
United States. The city possesses natural beauty in its environmentally sensitive lands 
to the west and its urban waterfront to the east running 9.6 km along Flagler Drive. 
Most of this waterfront area has been inaccessible to pedestrians and local residents 
because of urban renewal of the 1960’s. In 1960’s the city constructed a large roadway 
along most of the waterfront blocking it from pedestrians and city residents. Moving 
this roadway to provide comfortable access and use of the waterfront is one of the core 
planning decisions of the design team. Historically the city’s waterfront was an open 
and heavily planted beach area for the residents and boaters.  

This new civic space revitalizes the City’s downtown and restores the natural beauty 
of West Palm Beach. The new City Commons opens the downtown to waterfront views 
and access to a large public green space with views to Palm Beach Island. Shaded garden 
pathways along both its north and south side have six unique Sculptural Water Gardens 
that Singer designed to each produce a distinctive sound from their water flow. The 
Waterfront Pavilion is a transparent opening glass-walled community building on the 
City Commons with panoramic views of the waterfront. It is the first environmentally 
certified City of West Palm Beach building, and includes a 17kW solar photovoltaic 
system on its roof. 

The Singer team designed three new docks that allow for boat tie-ups and a water-
taxi to encourage visitors into the downtown. One of the docks known as The Living 
Dock (fig. 43) includes in-water planters containing native mangroves, spartina grasses, 
and a visible oyster reef all set into the dock’s surface. This boat dock and promenade 
actually functions as an environmental living system, filtering water and providing 
small pockets of habitat set within an estuarine man-made structure. The Living Dock 
won a Marine Industries Award in 2009.  

The new Waterfront Esplanade provides expanded open pedestrian spaces shaded 
with native trees and coconut palms. Along the promenade several discreet spaces in-
cluding intimate seating areas are selectively placed with small outdoor event ‘rooms’ 
as well as a continuous bike path. 

Among the innovative highlights of the Waterfront Park is the South Cove Ecological 
Regeneration Project. The West Palm Beach section of the Lake Worth Lagoon has been 
the victim of a century of human interventions and urbanization; constructed inlets 
from the ocean, the loss of wetlands and the increase of impervious surfaces sending 
polluted runoff into this body of water. As a part of the West Palm Beach Waterfront 
Park project, Michael Singer Studio focused on regenerative environmental opportuni-
ties to help make the highly urbanized project site a model for ecological waterfront 
regeneration. The South Cove Ecological Regeneration Project’s newly constructed tidal 
mangrove islands and oyster reefs will provide water filtration and habitat enhance-
ment to improve the water quality and biodiversity of the estuary. There will be an 
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educational boardwalk from the Waterfront Esplanade leading out to the tidal islands. 
The construction of this 4-hectare area will be completed in 2012. 123

Artist and Lead Designer: Michael Singer. Singer Studio Project Manager and Environmental Designer: 

Jason Bregman. Singer Studio Team Designers: Jonathan Fogelson, Husayn El Sharif, Itai Singer. Landscape 

Architecture: Carolyn Pendleton Parker at Sanchez & Maddux Inc. and Connie Roy-Fisher. Architect 

of Record: Steve Boruff Architects. Lighting Design: Barbara Horton and Lee Brandt at HLB Lighting.  

City Project Manager: Joan Goldberg. Planning: Ana Aponte, Amy Stelly, and Matt Flis from the West 

Palm Beach City Planning Department and the Thompson Design Group. Construction: Catalfumo 

Construction, Whiting Turner and Technomarine (Living Docks), Macon Construction (Flagler Drive), 

Wesco (fountains). Design Criteria Phase Project Lead and Initial Site Engineering: CH2M Hill. 

ENVOI
The originality of Singer’s drawings and sculptures express experiences of human in-
teractions with nature that verbal language is unable to communicate. His personal 
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43. West Palm Beach Waterfront 
Commons
West Palm Beach, Florida, 2004-2010 
Designed by Michael Singer Studio. 
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visual language has been arrived at through his deep explorations of personal and 
cultural experiences that, in today’s western societies, have been pushed aside into 
obscurity. If we will take the time we can know this language and its stories. When 
viewing his works, one recalls Merleau - Ponty who, in connection with an interpreta-
tion of Leonardo da Vinci’s view of art, points out that visual art “does not speak with 
words (and still less with numbers) but with oeuvres, which exist in the visible just as 
natural things do and which, nevertheless, communicate through those things to all 
the generations of the universe.”124

Most of Singer’s sculptures, gardens, architecture and large-scale projects represent the 
clarification of an idea, a furthering of explorations suggested in his preceding works. 
There are an inclusion, an addition, and often many unexpected extensions, changes, 
new networks and creations of new artistic strategies. It has been said about Singer’s 
work that it is “poetry in motion”, because it regenerates so many times. This is exactly 
Singer’s thought: “Poetry is the opportunity to make something that evolves over time. 
When I plan, design or make a piece of art, I want it to have the ability to regenerate 
on many levels; it shouldn’t meet just one function. But it is specific to one type of 
place.”125 Singer’s unconventional and inventive point of view, his creative thinking 
and evocative projects at all scales, stimulate us to evaluate our environments and our 
connections in a new way.  

The Michael Singer Studio has become renowned for their innovative approach to 
garden design, architecture, infrastructure, and planning as a means to “promote envi-
ronmental justice, generate ecological renewal, inspire civic responsibility and enhance 
quality of life without sacrificing economic viability.”126 His grounding as an artist 
includes constant questioning that results in the originality and innovation of these 
many large-scale works. The originality of so many of his projects is due also to his 
interconnecting art and architecture, art and nature or urban environment, aesthetics 
and sustainability, while continuing to make new work that recognizes these dynamic 
interactions. For many years he has “been pushing on many levels” beyond what most 
consider the normal and expected work of an artist. For him “the most important skill 
is recognizing the talents and abilities of others and viewing them as equals to a team 
effort that, together, forms the whole.”127 He hopes to be perceived as an artist produc-
ing the unexpected and offering new possibilities “as a problem-solver, someone who 
raises questions about commonly held assumptions on anything, literally anything,”128 
And “his ability to ask questions and challenge assumptions gives us new possibilities 
for the human connection with the earth.”129

Singer brings us to a threshold of a vision capable of transcending the present 
condition, drawing on unforeseen priorities that can enable us finally to think and cre-
ate art, gardens, architecture and infrastructure in a new way and discover unexpected 
models for urban and ecological renewal. 
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the nature 
  of sculpture
on michael singer’s sculptures 
         from the 70s 
         to 1986

In late autumn Vermont’s undulating landscape is a patchwork of flaming red, golden 
yellow, brown and green hues. It is just before the trees shed their leaves and the mornings 
begin with crispness in the air that forewarns the coming winter. In an almost cloud free 
sky a V-formation of wild geese migrate southwards. 

The woods are dense, some places almost impassable. Fallen leaves rustle underfoot; it is 
difficult to follow the overgrown path. But Boris, Michael Singer’s white Samoyed, knows 
the way and is easy to spot up front. In the woods low stonewalls frequently sprout out of 
the ground to abruptly disappear and then reappear further ahead.  Low podia of stone 
surprise; they make you think of altars in ancient, forgotten holy places, but apparently 
are the foundations of bygone houses and fireplaces. They remind us that once long ago 
the woods here were cleared. Where we walk there were meadows for grazing stock. Dur-
ing the 1860s the population deserted this area, the land yielded too little, the costs were 
too high and folk decided to embark on the great wandering westwards.

Soon the woods give way to ponds and glades, where the strong autumnal hues tone down 
to a graphic black-and-white: this is beaver bogs territory, where beavers have gnawed 
down trees and built dams that block streams and create ponds. Reflections in the water 
appear unexpected just here and tree trunks, with a few dead branches, are outlined pre-
cisely and bleakly against the hills behind. A dramatic contrast, a dramatic world in itself, 
loaded with a strange intensity. A picture of absence and transience that, simultaneously, 
contains renewal and growth. In the long-term interaction between animal and nature, 
time seems to barely move.

This is Wilmington, Michael Singer’s landscape, on an October day in 1982. This is a 
landscape that contains many clues to an understanding of his works and their dialogue 
with nature. Significant prerequisites for Louisiana Museum’s sculpture, The Cloud 
Hands Ritual Series 8O/81 (fig. 44), are found here. It stands as a confluence of thinking 
about nature and culture, its composition expresses the result of meditation about the 
materials - wood and stone - and at the same time is a recreated landscape with meta-
phorical connections to another and greater.

The Cloud Hands Ritual Series 8O/81 is a platform bounded on three sides by walls, but 
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open in front on the fourth side. This “plateau” rises gently inwards; its floor bears a 
complex structure of wooden beams that are assembled in a finely calculated balance 
between the horizontals and verticals. This structure is both supported by and bears the 
variously sized incorporated rocks and stones. They lie on small shelves or stand upright 
and contain a “striving”, which toys with the vertical beams. There is a rhythmic inter-
change between stone and wood, between vertical and horizontal, between resting and 
floating. There are concentrations and dislocations, and hints of an axis that leads our 
attention inwards. Leaning beams create arches here and there, concave and convex in a 
balanced interaction.1

Cloud Hands Ritual Series 80/81 is a complex world, but a world where all the elements 
are placed in harmony with each other. The stones float, light as a cloud. The beams, in 
their interaction with the stones, measure out dimensions that can or cannot be sus-
tained.

the nature of sculpture  - on michael singer’s sculptures from the 70s to 1986 

44. Michael Singer
Cloud Hands Ritual Series. 80/81. 
1980-81. Pine, ash and stone. 
5.11 m x 4,34 x 1,45 m. Louisiana 
Museum of Modern Art, Humlebæk, 
Denmark.
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Easiest to discern in this structure is a study in balance and equilibrium, a harmony of 
formal elements and materials - wood and stone - that are otherwise quite alien in nature. 
They can be experienced this way because they, through a considerable degree of pre-
paratory processing, are associated with both nature and culture. And through balanced 
interplay the potential conflict between the two is resolved; they are independent of each 
other yet uphold - visually and structurally - each other. 

Regarding the work carried out in preparation of the sculpture at Louisiana Museum of 
Modern Art, Singer has stated the following:

“The rocks develop a presence apart from their structural function. The ambiguity be-
tween that wood and stone lessens. The wood clearly supports certain stones. I sense these 
stones as symbols containing references to mountain, river cloud, natural elements.”2 

 

in nature  

When Singer moved in 1971 from New York to Vermont he took with him in his baggage 
aesthetics based on the minimalism of the time, which was combined with an interest in 
happenings. Allan Kaprow, who had come to Cornell University in 1964, the same year 
that Singer started his studies there, had awakened it. Singer participated in Kaprow’s  
Household, a happening commissioned by Cornell University and performed without 
an audience on 3 May 1964.3 With its emphasis on the significance of the present sur-
roundings and moment, the performance’s close connection with the chosen place and 
accentuation of the simple and universal content of symbols, Kaprow’s example probably 
hastened Singer to free him from the world of galleries and instead choose intimate dia-
logue with nature.4 Singer made the crucial move - in both the concrete and metaphoric 
sense - away from the base that he had shared with other artists in New York at the end of 
the 60s. New reflections about the artistic process and the artist’s active, physical involve-
ment in the creation of the work of art followed in the wake of this rigorous minimalism. 
Finally, work focusing on art’s interaction with the landscape becomes important.

Key concepts such as process, balance and site specificity dominate and often appear in dif-
ferent combinations. Balance requires reflection upon the relationship between volume, 
weight and counterweight, between opposing forces that either neutralise or accentuate 
each other. There is also a balance between the work and its surroundings that makes it 
site specific - that is, created for a specific place - and therefore inextricably connected to 
it; it cannot be situated in another place.

These concepts can be illustrated by the work of Richard Serra. There is no doubt that 
Serra has summed up some problems shared by a younger generation of artists in New 
York. Balance, process and the site specific have in various phases of his work stood fore-
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most in his reflections.5 To understand Singer’s work one can use precisely the same con-
cepts; however, Singer himself produces quite different solutions.

Serra, in his “prop pieces” of the end-of-the-60s, positioned massive iron and lead sheets 
against each other, keeping them in place by their very weight and precisely calculated 
angles, or by the weight of an iron bar above, or by their relative position to the wall, such 
that some of the sheets leaned against it or protruded from it. The material and its weight 
gave to this demonstrative “card house” game - in A House of Cards (1969) - a moment of 
danger and threat because it seems that the weight is only apparently cancelled out and 
balance is not inevitably ensured.

Whereas Serra’s elements are kept in place by weight and pressure, Singer’s work ex-
presses other conditions that are not conditioned by in spite of, but by in harmony with. 
However, the earliest work bears witness of certain formal and theoretical connections. 
So, for example, a steel or wood framework in fine visual balance on supports of brick 
and reflections on the surroundings or the architectonic structure of a specific space - as 
seen in the Balance Series (1971). Experiences garnered from this were transformed and 
tried out in the Vermont landscape. Situation Balance Series (1971) covers a range of 
experiments in nature - in Marlboro, Vermont - as Singer himself has described in the 
following words: 

”In the bog the working material was the trees. I cut dead trees and rigged up all kinds 
of devices to move them through the woods, to build a structure with them. The guiding 
principle of these structures was balance. Each ”situation” would be completed when the 
set of trees, leaning on one another, was balanced to a point of weightlessness, a point 
where, through the use of stumps as fulcrums, one could gently touch a part of this struc-
ture and feel the entire assemblage move. I wanted this to look accidental, unintended, as 
though a work of nature.”6 

Among several important installations - or “situations” - in nature from the following 
year I am selecting to describe what is perhaps the most comprehensive. It was construct-
ed in 1976 in Chesapeake Bay in Maryland, where “Chesapeake Bay Center for Envi-
ronmental Studies” researches threatened ecological systems. The work is called Sangam 
Ritual Series 4/76 and got its title from an Indian word for a confluence - a locality with a 
shrine that marks where to rivers join. Singer produced this work in a marshy area where 
reeds and sedges grew in a spot precisely where two streams met.  Local materials were 
used with long bamboos and bundles of reeds; these constituted a “drawing” over the 
reeds and sedges of about sixty metres in length. Calligraphy, light and swaying, changing 
its rhythm to the very life of the place. Benjamin Forgey, one of the few who managed to 
reach the spot, has described his experience this way:

”The path Singer had cut through the woods led to a ridge where he had burrowed out 
a spot to sit down while contemplating the setting, his structure within it. (...) From the 
hillside burrow the whole piece spread itself out before you like a surprise. The horizontal 
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members of the structure (there were 150 lines in it, Singer said) bent this way and that in 
an unpredictable, though obviously controlled, rhythm, as in a fine drawing. Gradually, 
as the angle of the western sun decreased, these lines began to catch the light. In retro-
spect one’s impression seems sharp and clear, the piece floating luminously among the 
softer-colored grass under the dome of the sky. It actually happened though, by degree, 
each change in the light changing everything in the self-contained panorama before you, 
keeping your senses finely tuned.”7 

Such a structure as this is, it can be said, is woven into nature. ”Weaving into nature” is 
just that characteristic that Singer has used himself when referring to the installation in 
Chesapeake Bay. It has a life determined by the conditions produced by the site and the 
light - not least the light! He has chosen local materials from the site and has as always 
used a long time to absorb the special character and peculiarities of the place; this is the 
prerequisite that enables his structures to integrate, be at one with the place. There is in 
this coexistence of art with nature an intense empathy on behalf of the artist. This also 
explains why all these works comprise the “ritual” series. The genesis of a work is a ritual 
process that unfolds in a precise and finely tuned interplay with the site’s own premises. 
The finished work thus expresses the attained, deep understanding of genius loci.

Wilmington, Vermont, again that October day in 1982. On the way to a beaver bog we came 
upon a little glade in the woods with a construction of bundled twigs and branches. There is 
an area bounded by “walls” of a height of nearly half a metre, held in place by thin, vertical 
branches bent towards each other and tied together at the top. A floor plan, as if the foun-
dations of a house had been laid out and deserted without being to more. Or perhaps the 
remains of a house akin to those of the stone foundations we had seen earlier, relics of the 
inhabitants from earlier centuries. The work was called Ritual Series 5/79 (1979) (fig. 45).

On this site the horizontal branches relate to the tree trunks standing there, the enclosed 
area relates to the slightly sloping landscape, the grey and brown colours relate to the 
green cover - and to the woodland floor a little further away, that breaks out as a fan of 
rays of light from the low sun. Seen from a particular point, the trees behind form a cor-
ridor, a perspective gully into the woods, emphasised by the cathedral-like structure of 
the overhanging branches.

Ritual Series 5/79 moves our attention from the light, unlimited and the ephemeral to the 
limited and ordered. Whereas the earlier structures rose up, were lifted and almost de-
materialised, this construction stays down with the earth and relates to the ground area. 
It has a floor and walls and is a visual resting place, a focus point in the woods, which 
Singer knows intimately, and it forms in several ways a foundation for other horizontal 
and vertical element relationships that inspire the start of new series, for example, First 
Gate Ritual Series 10/78 (1978)(fig. 46).8 It is obvious that these element relationships 
are an important prerequisite for Singer’s experience of and work in the beaver bogs. All 
this is reflected in Cloud Hands Ritual Series 8O/81, which is to found at the Louisiana 
Museum of Modern Art.
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45. Michael Singer
First Gate Ritual Series 5/79. 
1979. Spruce branches, jute 
rope, oak, phragmites, fieldstone. 
Installation in Wilmington, Vermont. 

46. Michael Singer
First Gate Ritual Series 10/78. 
1978. Pine, reeds, sedges, stone. 
2,74 x 3,96 x 4,57 m. Modern Art 
Museum of Fort Worth. Texas. 
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in architecture 

The ritual aspect of the work process out in nature is carried over into the indoor sculp-
tures through the series principle. Natural elements are brought in and metaphorical-
ly recall particular impressions from nature or landscape formations, as much as they 
incorporate Singer’s earlier experiences and practice. Characteristics are continuously 
transferred over. The rocks from the countryside that are integrated into the composi-
tion are carefully chosen according to their symbolic form, surface structure and colour.

A short cut to an understanding of the process can be found in Singer’s drawings/collages 
(fig. 47). What begins as a drawing often ends as a collage. As the use of paint is sparse, the 
painterly effect often comes from the combination of charcoal and coloured crayons and 
a corresponding use of a powerful, broad line in contrast to more delicate lines. The exact 
is in contrast to an almost atmospheric veil of otherwise saturated and solid forms. The 
forces and forms of nature are suggested in the abstract visual language. The constant 
movement seems to be nature’s own.

Some of these forms have, as with the sculptures, a symbolic value. This is also true of 
the set of relationships that they have entered. These forms and connections are tried out 
and are kept when the artist finds that they have a value and expressive power in an oth-
erwise unsatisfactory whole. In this way a vocabulary of form is created that can be used 
to construct new wholes. Singer’s often very large drawings are, in other words, collages 
based upon many earlier ones.

This practice is not unlike his work with sculptures.  With these he has also developed a 
“vocabulary” of visual forms and form elements that are used in a continuous effort to-
wards syntax, which can meaningfully express Singer’s own special combination of nature 
and culture? The principle of using series makes it possible to continue developing the un-
derlying structure of his sculptures. The Cloud Hands Ritual Series in Louisiana Museum 
of Modern Art has carried forward forms and elements from earlier series. Each series 
constitutes its own phase in the lengthy developmental process. The sculpture in Louisiana 
of Modern Art is on the other hand also the basis for a new series. Each series can thus be 
understood as an investigation into the means of expression that lie within the total reper-
toire of forms that Singer works with. They are constantly being widened and developed.

The artist moves from bamboo and reed to stone and wood to the later sculptures that are 
completely constructed of stone. In these latter, combinations of granite, fieldstones and 
slate, amazingly retain the lightness in energy of the entire composition’s harmony and 
balance seen in the earlier series (fig. 48). Granite and slate express, through their very 
different textures, from the crystalline to finely grain, various processes of creation and 
therefore also different qualities and different symbolic values. The composition express-
es the result of meditation on the materials, their nature, characteristics and roles in local 
culture. Singer has himself commented on the impressions that changed his sculptures 
around 1979, bringing the stones into a more dominant position in his compositions:
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“At this time, and now, I notice the stone walls, stone outcroppings and ledge. I’m im-
pressed with stories about how the settlers of this region struggled to clear the land of 
the stones only to find more forced to the surface each year by winter frost. I observe the 
geology underlying nature’s structures, the layering of the foundation of the earth, the 
deeper structures creating the contours.”9 

At the same time the choice of titles suggests other sources of inspiration. The experi-
ence of nature’s artistic structure has in his aesthetic-philosophic basis a relationship to 
Japanese culture. First Gate Series implies in another way the transitory element that is 
characteristic of so many of Singer’s works in nature, since the title’s “gate” refers to the 
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47. Michael Singer
Cloud Hands Ritual Series. 10/21/83 (2).
1983. Charcoal, chalk, ink and 
collage on paper. 1m x 1,3m  
Collection of the artist 
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entrance to Shinto shrines, called torii in Japan. The title, and with it a suggestion of the 
transitory, influences the indoor sculptures. Concretely, it occurs in the form of a charac-
teristic element from the architecture of the gate, the concave, bowed beam. Singer had 
come across the torii in a book about Shinto long before he visited Japan, however his meet-
ing with this form for gate architecture strengthened some of the formal traits and concepts 
that he worked with and the title therefore seemed to him quite natural. The downwards 
curve, which is formed by a large cross-beam on top of the gateway into the shrine area, 
expresses symbolically the weight of gravity and a subordination to nature. The latter is of 
course so close to Singer’s own ideas that First Gate became an all-inclusive title.10

This interaction with nature is, as said, also decisive for understanding Singer’s work and 
series as a ritual. The word is chosen not only because it can be interpreted in many ways, 
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48. Michael Singer
Ritual Series/Syntax. 
1985. Granite, wood and fieldstones. 
3,68 x 2,59 x 1,42 m. Collection of 
the artist.
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but also because the artistic, creative process contains connections between nature and 
culture and its whole character is based upon a respect for the powers of nature, which 
approaches the sacred. 

It is easy to see parallels to Japanese gardens in the works from the Ritual Series, First Gate 
Ritual Series and in the Cloud Hands Ritual Series, to which Louisiana’s sculpture belongs. 
In the so-called “dry gardens” and other forms that are inspired by Zen Buddhism’s aes-
thetics, we find a symbolism in which small stones represent water, stone formations, 
foliage or distant mountains, and in which rocks represent waterfalls or certain, named 
mountains. There can be seen here a very special harmony between nature and art, which 
is also interwoven in Japanese culture in other ways.11 

Analogies can be demonstrated, but it is quite informative in this connection to look 
at the sculptor Isamu Noguchi, who uses elements from the Japanese garden in a more 
direct way in some of his large projects, for example, in the garden of the UNESCO 
building in Paris (1956-58), Chase Manhattan Plaza, New York (1961-64) or Landscape 
Time at the Federal Building, Seattle (1975).12 With these works, Noguchi built onto his 
Japanese foundations and lines of connection are apparent, both regarding the concept 
as a whole and with the symbolic connotations of the individual components. For Singer 
on the other hand, what are important are inspirational orientation points, which can 
also be used to make precise formulations using his own repertoire of symbolic forms. ”I 
appreciate Japanese culture and use my knowledge of it to reinforce the feelings I have in 
my own culture.13

If you look at what is behind the apparent parallels, one can perhaps discern some basic 
differences between Singer’s and Japanese culture’s view of nature. It concerns contempla-
tion and a connection between aesthetic and spiritual values that one could call ”ritual” 
practice. In addition, there is an emphasis on the immediate experience or an experience 
in which awareness of the subject-object relationships press themselves disturbingly upon 
us. In synthesis these traits on Japanese soil were characterised as “empirical idealism”.14

Singer’s works outside are temporary “situations”, “gateways” to a sites peculiarities; in-
side his works become the landscapes and retain their orchestrated interplay between the 
elements - an interplay that cancels out the weight of the stone and liberates finely ad-
justed energies in a balanced network. A harmony in a frozen moment is created. Endur-
ing metaphors for ephemeral states and landscapes in imperceptible movement appear.

 In 1968, the astronaut Borman saw the Earth from Apollo 8 as a fertile oasis in the barren 
and cold outer space. His impression summarised accurately the growing understanding 
during recent years that Earth is a delicate organism threatened by reckless abuse. The 
gulf between technological advances and ecological consciousness became clearer - and 
the latter a significant trait of the current counterculture. Several writers took up the 
theme following William Faulkner and others of his generation, who had looked criti-
cally at the current development; perhaps the most noticeable was the poet Gary Snyder. 
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The norms and values that had been passed down through generations were being exam-
ined critically at this time, and a new attitude to nature was being formulated as well as a 
new understanding of what it could give.

Snyder was of the opinion in 1969 that humans in an understanding of nature could 
discover a whole new set of values for the individual’s life: balance, harmony, simplicity, 
peace, openness and a number of other qualities within this range. With other words, a 
new consciousness, and as was expectantly said at that time about the wilderness and 
unspoiled nature: “(it) holds answers to questions man has not yet learned to ask.”15 

It is surprising that the advent of land art or earth art in the middle of the sixties has 
never been discussed in depth within this framework of understanding.  Even when the 
concept earth art was extended to the more comprehensive environmental art this situa-
tion was not greatly changed. 16

It is within this period, at the end of the sixties and in the beginning of the seventies, 
that some artists moved out of the galleries and constructed monumental works in often 
quite inaccessible places. Robert Smithson’s Spiral Jetty (1970) in Great Salt Lake, Utah is 
one, Michael Heizer’s Double Negative (1969-71) in Virgin River Mesa, Nevada, another. 
It cannot be claimed about these that they express an ecological consciousness, but rather 
a deep-rooted understanding for the chosen landscape’s particular qualities. Added to 
this comes a criticism of the urban environment and the system. The large works of earth 
art are environmentally determined in that their character was determined by the chosen 
landscape or environment; they are site specific. They are also marked by some formal 
problems that were currently significant, and by the attempt to - as Dennis Oppenheim 
once said - to extend art’s area of activity or its definition. For Oppenheim the alterna-
tive to art in the atelier and gallery in the sixties was an art that was integrated into the 
processes of society and it was, therefore, for him somewhat later directed towards social 
and ecological systems.17 A pure ecological interest though is decisive regarding the works 
of Alan Sonfist and Helen and Newton Harrison. 

No one has attempted as Michael Singer has, to bring together thoughts and unite traits 
from Eastern philosophy with Western sensibility, across the conventional cultural bar-
riers. Inside and outside his constructions are gateways to a new consciousness concern-
ing the relationship between nature and culture. A new way of thinking but rooted in 
American tradition. Sculpture is both concrete and metaphor, state of mind and symbol. 
If these are the poles, there is a constant electric current between them.

”Nature is the incarnation of a thought, and turns to a thought again, as ice become water 
and gas. The world is mind precipitated, and the volatile essence is forever escaping again 
into the state of free thought.18

Øystein Hjort
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10 Letter from M.S., 14.7.1986.
11 See for example, M. Hayakawa, The Garden Art of Japan, Tokyo/

New York 1973, and K. Henning, Japanische Gartenkunst. Form, 
Geschichte, Geisteswelt, Köln 1980.  Regards the influence of the East 
in Singer’s work, see also: Kate Linker, ”Michael Singer: A Position 
In, and On, Nature”, Arts 52 No. 3, Nov. 1977, p. 102-104 (reprinted 
in Sonfist (ed.), Art in the Land, ref. Note 17; Margaret Sheffield, 
Natural Structures and Drawings”, Artforum, February 1979, p. 48-
51.

12 In general about this: M. Friedman, Noguchi’s Imaginary 
Landscapes, exhibition catalogue, Walker Art Center, Minneapolis 
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13 Letter from M.S., 14.7.1986.
14 See Hideo Kishimoto, ”Some Japanese Cultural Traits and 
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of Japanese Philosophy and Culture, Tokyo 1973, p. 110-21.
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212f.
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 “Natur-Skulptur,” Kunstverein Stuttgart, Stuttgart
 “6 Decades: Collecting,” Hecksher Museum, Huntington, New York
 “Variants: Drawings by Contemporary Sculptors,” Sewall Art 

Gallery, Rice University, Houston; Art Museum of South Texas, 
Corpus Chris ti; Newcomb Gallery, Tulane University, New 
Orleans; The High Museum of Art, Atlanta

1982  “Made in New York,” City Gallery, New York 
 “Drawing-New Directions,” Summit Art Center, Summit, New 

Jersey 
 “Common Ground: Five Artists in the Florida Landscape,” The 

John and Mable Ringling Museum of Art, Sarasota, Florida 
 “Vennont Visions,” Brattleboro Museum and Art Center, 

Brattleboro, Vermont 
1982-83  “Awards in The Visual Arts I,” National Museum of American 

Art, Washington, DC; Des Moines Art Center, Des Moines, 
Iowa; Denver Art Museum, Denver 

1983  “Selections from AVA 1,” The Gallery of the Equitable Life 
Assurance Society of The US., New York 

 “Merz, Nauman, Singer, Venezia, Sperone Westwater, New York 
 “Recent Acquisitions,” The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 

New York 
 “Works on Paper,” Mathews Hamilton Gallery, Philadelphia 

1984  “Large Drawings,” Zilkha Gallery, Wesleyan University, 
Middletown, Connecticut 

 “Art on Paper,” The Weatherspoon Art Gallery, Greensboro, 
North Carolina 

1984-85  “Drawings by Sculptors, Two Decades of Non-Objective Art in 
The Seagram’s Collection,” The Montreal Museum of Fine Arts, 
Montreal; Vancouver Art Gallery, Vancouver; The Nickle Arts 
Museum, Calgary; The Seagram Building, New York; London 
Regional Art Gallery, London, Ontario 

 “Primitivism in 20th Century Art,” The Museum of Modem 
Art, New York 

1985  “The Sculptor as Draughtsman,” Visual Arts Museum, New 
York 

 “Transformations in Sculpture,” The Solomon R. Guggenheim 
Museum, New York 

1986  “Sculpture/Aspen,” The Aspen Art Museum, Aspen, Colorado 
1987  Nineteenth Bienal de Sao Paulo, October -December 1987 
1987-88  “Sculptor and Architect: A Collaboration,” Jewitt Arts Center, 

Wellesley, October 17, 1987 - January 3 1988 
1988  “New England Now -Contemporary Art from Six States,” The 

Currier Gallery of Art,”  Manchester, NH, February 28 -March 
27 1988 

 “Sculpture Inside Outside,” Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, 
May 21 -Sept. 18 

1989  “Collage,” Robinson Orange Gallery, Boston, May 18 -June 30, 
1989 

1990-91  “Art on Paper,” Weatherspoon Art Gallery, The University of 
North Carolina, Greensboro, North Carolina, 18 November -6 
January (catalogue) 

1990-92  “The Transparent Thread: Asian Philosophy in Recent 
American Art,” Hofstra Museum, Hofstra University, 
Hempstead, NY, 16 September -11 November, 1990; travels 
to: Edith C. Blum Art Institute, Bard College, Annandale-on-
Hudson, NY, December 2, 1990 -February 14, 1991; The Salina 
Art Center, Salina, Kansas, March 21 -May 23, 1991; Sarah 
Campbell Blaffer Gallery, University of Houston, Houston, 
TX., June 8, July 28, 1991; Crocker Art Museum, Sacramento, 
CA., September 6 -October 30, 1991; Laguna Art Museum, 
Laguna Beach, CA., November 22, 1991 -February 9, 1992.  
(catalogue) 

1991  “Art for the Land,” Five Points Gallery, East Chatham, New 
York, 12 September -6 October (exhibition to benefit the 
Columbia Land Conservancy) 

1992-93  “Singer/Pfaff,” Joseloff Gallery, University of Hartford, 
Hartford, CT., November 1992 ¬January 1993 (catalogue) 
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1993  “Differentes Natures, Visions De L’Art Contemporain,” 
Exposition alIa Defense, Paris, June 25 -September 26 1993, 
Curated by Liliana Albertazzi. (catalogue) 

1994  “Reuse/Refuse,” Honolulu Academy of Arts, Honolulu, Hawaii, 
May 11 -June 30 1994 

1995  “Matrix 20 Years,” Wadsworth Atheneum, Hartford, CT, 
January 1995 

1995-96  “The Material Imagination,” Guggenheim Museum Soho, New 
York, November 9, 1995 - January 23, 1996. 

1996  “Drawing by Sculptors,” Marlboro College, Marlboro, Vermont, 
February-March 1996 

2010 “Greening the Valley” Fine Arts Center, University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst, Mass.

AWARDS

1971  Theodoron Award, Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York 
1972  C.A.P.S. Grant of the New York State Council on the Arts 
1974  Fellowship Grant, National Endowment for the Arts 
1976-77  Simon Guggenheim. Fellowship Award 
1979  C.A.P.S. Grant of the New York State Council on the Arts 
1980  National Endowment for the Arts, Building Arts Grant 
1981  National Endowment for the Arts, Visual Arts Award 
1982  Awards in Visual Arts 
1988  Fellowship Grant, National Endowment for the Arts 
1990  Boston Society of Architects, Art and Architecture 
1996  Governors Award for Excellence in the Arts, Vermont. 
1997      Andy Warhol Foundation for Visual Arts, Millay Colony for the 

Arts Project 
2007  National Endowment for the Arts, Chairman's Grant: Design, 

Brattleboro, Vermont
2008      National Endowment for the Arts, Chairman's Grant: Design, 

Bellows Falls, Vermont
2010 Jeff Cook Trust Grant for Sustainable Design in the Built 

Environment, Eleuthera, The Bahamas 

TEACHING  

1979  The Museum School, Boston, Visiting Artist teaching sculpture 
1983  Rhode Island School of Design, Visiting Artist teaching 

sculpture 
1984-88  School of Visual Arts, Instructor in the SVA Graduate Painting 

and Sculpture Dept. 

1985  Harvard University, Spring, the Harvard GSD Architecture 
Dept. invited Singer to teach with Michael Van Valkenburgh 

1987  Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Singer was contacted by 
the Architecture Dept. of MIT to teach an architecture course 
in the Graduate program. Singer designed a special course 
which he taught in the Spring of 1987 and the Spring of 1988 
for the MIT Graduate School of Architecture. 

1987-91  Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Singer was a Graduate 
Thesis advisor in the MIT Graduate School of Architecture and 
a reviewer of Design Studio projects. 

1989-92  Harvard University, the Harvard GSD Architecture  
Department invited Singer to be a midterm and year end 
reviewer for Peter Rose’s Design Studio. 

1992  University of Hartford, Fall, Singer was appointed as the 
Koopman Chair for the Hartford Art School and taught 
sculpture. 

1996  Dartmouth College, Hannover, New Hampshire, Artist-in-
Residence. 

1998-02  Rhode Island School of Design, Singer was asked to develop 
the Innovations Studio, an interdisciplinary course for 
Architecture, Landscape Architecture, Industrial Design 
and Fine Arts.  The Innovations Studio continues under the 
leadership of Charlie Cannon.

2002-08  Florida Atlantic University, Appointed Dorothy F. Schmidt 
Eminent Scholar Chair of the College of Arts and Letters

2010-11  James Madison University, Scholar in Residence, College of 
Integrated Science and Technology
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